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:

T H E

P R E FA C E.

**śHEN MAN came firſt out of

w ºf the Hands of the great Creator,

§x; cloath'd in Body as well as in

Soul, with Immortality and In

corruption, there was no Place for Phy

ſick, or the Art of Healing. As he knew

no Sin, ſo he knew no Pain, no Sickneſs,

Weakneſs, or bodily Diſorder. The

Habitation wherein the angelick Mind,

the Divina Partica/a Aura: abode, al

though originally formed out of the Duſt

of the Earth, was liable to no Decay. It

had no Seeds of Corruption of Diſſolution

within itſelf. And there was nothing

without to injure it: Heaven and Earth

and all the Hoſts of them were mild, be

nign and friendly to human Nature. The

entire Creation was at Peace with Man, ſo .

A * *long
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long as Man was at Peace with his Crea

tor. So that well might the Morning

Stars ſing together, and all the Sons of

God ſhout for Joy.

2. But ſince Man rebell'd againſt the

Sovereign of Heaven and Earth, how en

tirely is the Scene changed 2 The incor

ruptible Frame hath put on Corruption,

the Immortal has put on Mortality. The

Seeds of Weakneſs and Pain, of Sickneſs

and Death, are now lodged in our inmoſt

Subſtance: Whence a thouſand Diſorders

continually ſpring, even without the Aid

of external Violence. And how is the

Number of theſe increaſed, by every

Thing round about us? The Heavens,

the Earth, and all Things contained

therein, conſpire to puniſh the Rebels a

gainſt their Creator. The Sun and Moon

ſhed unwholeſome Influences from above;

the Earth exhales poiſonous Damps from

beneath: The Beaſts of the Field, the

Birds of the Air, the Fiſhes of the Sea,

are in a State of Hoſtility: TheAir itſelf ,

that ſurrounds us on every Side, is replete ,

with the Shafts of Death: Yea, the Food -

|
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we eat, daily ſaps the Foundation of the

Life, which cannot be ſuſtained without

it. So has the LoRD of All ſecured the

Execution of his Decree, “I)uff thou art,

and untoDaft ſhalt thou return.”

3. But can there Nothing be found to

leſſen thoſe Inconveniences, which cannot -

be wholly removed 2 To ſoften the Evils

of Life, and prevent in Part the Sickneſs

and Pain to which we are continually ex

poſed ? Without Queſtion there may.

One grand Preventive of Pain and Sick

neſs of various Kinds, ſeems intimated by

the great Author of Nature, in the very

Sentence that intails Death upon us: “In

the Sweat of thy Face ſhalt thou eat

Bread, 'till thou return to the Ground.”

The Power of Exerciſe both to preſerve

and reſtore Health, is greater than can

wellbe conceived: Eſpecially, in thoſewho

add Temperance thereto; who if they

do not confine themſelves altogether to eat

either “Bread or the Herb of the Field,”

; (whichGod does not require them to do).

yet ſteadily obſerve both that Kind and

Meaſure ofFood, which Experience ſhews

. . cº º A 3. . to
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to be moſt friendly to Health and

Strength.

4. 'Tis probable, PHYsick, as well as

Religion, was in the firſt Ages chiefly,

traditional : Every Father delivering

down to his Sons, what he had himſelf in.

like Manner received, concerning the .

Manner of Healing both outward Hurts,

and the Diſeaſes incident to each Climate,

and the Medicines which were of the

greateſt Efficacy for the Cure of each .

Diſorder. 'Tis certain, this is the Me

thod wherein the Art of Healing is pre

ſerved among the Americans to this Day.

Their Diſeaſes indeed are exceeding few ;

nor do they often occur, by Reaſon of

their continual Exerciſe, and ('till of late,

univerſal) Temperance. But if any is

ſick, or bit by a Serpent, or torn by a

wild Beaſt, the Fathers immediately tell

their Children what Remedy to apply.

And 'tis rare, that the Patient ſuffers.

long; thoſe Medicines being quick, as

as well as generally inſaillible.

5. Hence

* -!
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5. Hence perhaps it was that the An

tients, not only of Greece and Rome, but

even of barbarous Nations, uſully aſſign'd

Phyſick a Divine Original. And indeed

it was a natural Thought, That He who

had taught it to the very Beaſts and Birds,

the Cretan Stag, the Egyptian Ibis, could

not be wanting to teach Man, -

Santius his Animal, mentiſque capacits

- alta -

Yea ſometimes, even by thoſe meaner

Creatures: For it was eaſy to infer, “If

this will heal that Creature, whoſe Fleſh

is nearly of the ſame Texture with mine,

then in a paralled Caſe it will heal me.”

The Trial was made. The Cure was.

wrought. And Experience and Phyſick

grew up together.

6. And has not the Author of Nature -

taught us the Uſe of many other Medi

cines, by what is vulgarly term'd Acci

dent 7 Thus one walking ſome Yearsſince

º

in a Grove of Pines, at a Time when ma-.

ny in the neighbouring Town were af,

* . . . . . --- flićted
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flicted with a Kind of new Diſtemper,

little Sores in the Inſide of the Mouth,

a Drop of natural Gum fell from one of

the Trees, on the Book which he was

reading. This he took up, and thought

leſly applied it to one of thoſe ſore Places.

Finding the Pain immediately ceaſe, he

applied it to another, which was alſo pre

ſently healed. The ſame Remedy he af

terwards imparted to others, and it did

not fail to heal any that applied it. And

doubtleſs numberleſs Remedies have been

thus caſually diſcovered in every Age and

Nation.

7. Thusſar Phyſick was wholly found

ed on Experiment. The Europeam, as

well as the American, ſaid to his Neigh

bour, Are youſick P Drink the Juice of

this Herb, and your Sickneſs will be at

an End. Are you in a burning Heat 2

Leapinto that River, and then ſweat’till

you are well, Has the Snake bitten you ?

Chew and apply that Root, and the Poi

ſon will not hurt you. Thus antient

Men, having a little Experience, joined.

with common Senſe, and common HU

manity,

"...a'
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philoſophical Turn, were not ſatisfied with .

this. They began to enquire, tow they

might account for theſe Things : How

manity, cured both themſelves and their

Neighbours, of moſt of the Diſtempers to

which every Nation was ſubjećt.

8. But in Proceſs of Time, Men of a

ſuch Medicines wrought ſuch ºffe&ts?

They examined the Human fººdy, and

: all its Parts; the Nature of the Fleſh,

Veins, Arteries, Nerves ; the Strućture

I of the Brain, Heart, Lungs, Stomach,

Bowels; with the Springs of the ſeveral

Animal Funétions. They explored the ſe

veral Kinds of Animaland Mineral, as well

as Vegetable Subſtances. And hence the

whole Order of Phyſick which had ob

tained to that Time, came gradually to

be inverted. Men of Learning began to

*

.

* * *

; sº .

ſet Experience aſide; to build Phyſick

upon Hypotheſes; to form Theories of

Diſeaſes and their Cure, and to ſubſtitute

theſe in the Place of Experiments.

º:9. As Theories increaſed, ſimple Me

dicines were more and more diſregarded

. . . . . . . - - and
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and diſuſed; ’till, in a Courſe of Years,

the greater Part of them were forgotten, [.

at leaſt in the politer Nations. In the

Room of theſe, Abundance of new Ones

were introduced, by reaſoning, ſpecula

tive Men; and thoſe more and more dif

ficult to be applied, as being more remote

from common Obſervation. Hence Rules

for the Application of theſe, and Medical

Books were immenſely multiplied; ’till

at length Phyſick became an abſtruſe

Science, quite out of the Reach of ordi

nary Men. -

10. Phyſicians now began to be had

in Admiration, as Perſons who were ſome

thing more than human. And Profit at

tended their Employ, as well as Honour;

ſo that they had now two weighty Rea

ſons for keeping the Bulk of Mankind at

a Diſtance, that they might not pry into

the Myſteries of the Profeſſion. To this

End, they increaſed thoſe Difficulties by }

Deſign, which began in a Manner by |

Accident. They filled their Writings,

with Abundance of Technical Terms, ut-T

terly unintelligible to plain Men. They |
. . . . . - affected |
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affected to deliver their Rules, and to rea

ſon upon them, in an abſtruſe and philo

ſophical Manner. They repreſented the

critical Knowledge of Anatomy, Natural

Philoſophy (and what not? Some ofthem

inſiſting on that of Aſtronomy and Aſtro

logy too) as neceſſarily previous to the

underſtanding the Artof Healing. Thoſe

who underſtood only, How to reſtore the

Sick to Health, they branded with the

Name of Empiricks. They introduced

into Pračtice, Abundance of compound

Medicines, conſiſting of ſo many Ingre

dients, that it was ſcarce poſſible for com

mon People to know which it was that

wrought a Cure: Abundance of Exoticks,

neither the Nature nor Names of which

their own Countrymen underſtood: Of

Chymicals, ſuch as they neither had Skill,

nor Fortune, nor Time to prepare: Yea,

and of dangerous Ones, ſuch as they could

(not uſe, without hazarding Life, but by

"the Advice of a Phyſician. And thus both

'their Honour and Gain were ſecured ; a

vaſt Majority of Mankind being utterly

cut off from helping either themſelves or

their Neighbours, or once daring to at

tempt it. 11. Yet

* . . . . . . .
**- -
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11. Yet there have not been wanting

from Time to Time, ſome Lovers of

Mankind, who have endeavoured (even.

contrary to their own Intereſt) to reduce

Phyſick to its antient Standard: Who

have laboured to explode out of it all Hy

potheſes, and fine-ſpun. Theories, and to :

make it a plain intelligible Thing, as it.

was in the Beginning: Having no more.

Myſtery in it than this, “Such a Medi

cine removes ſuch a Pain.” Theſe have

demonſtrably ſhewn, That, neither the .

Knowledge of Aſtrology, Aſtronomy,

Natural Philoſophy, nor even Anatomy

itſelf, is abſolutely neceſſary to the quick.

and effectual Cure of moſt Diſeaſes inci-.

dent to Human, Bodies: Nor yet any

Chymical, or Exotick, or Compound.

Medicine, but a ſingle Plant or Fruit duly

applied. So that every Man of common

Senſe (unleſs in ſome rare Caſes) may pre

ſcribe either to himſelf or his Neighbour;

and may be very ſecure from doing Harm,

even where he can do no Good.

* .. a. Even in the laſt Age there, was

ſomething of this Kind done, particularly

*

… by:

4.
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º*

by the great and good Dr Sydenham :

And in the pieſent, by his Pupil Dr. Do

ver, who has pointed out ſimple Medi

cines for many Diſeaſes. And ſome ſuch

may be found in the Writings of the

learned and ingenious Dr. Cheyne: Who

doubtleſs would have communicated many

more to the World, but for the melan

choly Reaſon he gave one of his Friends,

that preſt him with ſome Paſſages in his

Works, which too much countenanced

the modern Pračtice, “O Sir, We muſt

do ſomething to oblige the Faculty, or

they will tear us in Pieces.” . . . . .
-

.

-

13. Without any Regard to this, with

out any Concern about the obliging or

diſobliging any Man living, a mean Hand

has made here ſome little Attempt, toward

a plain and eaſy Way of curing moſt Diſ

eaſes. I have only conſulted herein, Ex

perience, common Senſe, and the com

mon Intereſt of Mankind. And ſuppoſing

they can be cured this eaſy. Way, who

would deſire to uſe any other? Who

would not wiſh to have a Phyſician al

ways in his Houſe, and one that attends

* B - with

3 *
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without Fee or Reward 2 To be able

(unleſs in ſome few complicated Caſes) to

preſcribe to his Family, as well as himſelf

14. If it be ſaid, But what Need is

ther. of ſuch an Attempt? I anſwer, The

‘eateſt that can poſſibly be conceived,

it not needful in the higheſt Degree, to

- reſcue Men from the jaws of Deſtrućtion?

From waſting their Fortunes as Thou

fands have done, and continue to do daily?

From pining away in Sickneſs and Pain,

either through the Ignorance or Knavery

of Phyſicians? Yea, and many Times

throwing away their Lives, after their

Health, and time, and subſtance?

Is it enquired, But are there not Books

enough already, on every Part ofthe Art

of Medicine? Yes, too many, ten Times

over, conſidering how little to the Pur

ſe the far greater Part of them ſpeak.

É. beſide this, they are too dear for poor

Men to buy, and too hard for plain Men

to underſtand. Do you ſay, But there

are enough of theſe Collečtions of Receipts.

Where? I have not ſeen One yet, cither
1re

–
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in our own or any other Tongue, which

tontains only tafe and cheap and eaſy Me

dicines. In all that have yet fallen into

my Hands, I find many dear and many

far-fetch'd Medicines: beſides many of ſo

dangerous akind, as a prudentMan would

never meddle with. And againſt the

grater Part of thoſe Medicines there is a

further Objećtion; They conſiſt of too

many Ingredients. The common Method

ofcompounding and decompounding Me

dicines, can never be reconciled to com

monSenſe. Experience ſhews, That one

Thing will cure moſt Diſorders, at leaſt

as well as twenty put together. Then

why do you add the other nineteen? Only

to ſwell the Apothecary’s Bill: Nay,

poſſibly, on Purpoſe to prolong the Di- . .

ſemper, that the Doāor and he may di
--

vide the Spoil. -

But admitting there is ſome Quality in

the Medicine propoſed, which has Need

to be correóted: Will not one Thing cor

reà it, as well as twenty It is probable,

much better. And if not, there is Sufi

ciency of other Medicines, which need

no ſuch Correótion.

-
B 2 How

-** ,
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How often, by thus compounding Me

dicines of oppoſite Qualities, is the Virtue

ofboth utterly deſtroyed? Nay, how of

ten do thoſe joined together deſtroy Life,

which ſingle might have preſerved it?

This occaſioned that Caution of the great

Boerhaave, againſt mixing Things with

out evident Neceſſity, and without full

Proof of the Effe& they will produce

when joined together, as well as of that

they produced when aſunder: Seeing (as

he obſerves) ſeveral Things, which ſepa

rately taken, are ſafe and powerful Me

dicines, when compounded not only loſe

their former Powers, but commence a

ſtrong and deadly Poiſon.

15. As to the Manner ofuſing the Me

dicines here ſet down, I ſhould adviſe as

ſoon as you know your Diſtemper, (which

is very eaſy, unleſs in a Complication of

Diſorders, and then you would do well

to apply to a Phyſician that fears GoD)

Firſt, Uſe the firſt of the Remedies for

that Diſeaſe which occurs in the enſuing

Colle&ion; (unleſs ſome other of them

be eaſier to be had, and then it may do

juſt
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- juſt as well) Secondly, After a compe

-

-i

tent Time, if it takes no Effed, uſe the

ſecond, the third, and ſo on. . I have

purpoſtly ſet down (in moſt Caſes) ſeveral

Remedies for each Diſorder; not only be

cauſe All are not equally eaſy to be pro

cured at all Times and in all Places: But

likewiſe becauſe the Medicine which cures

one Man, will not always cure another of

the ſame Diſtemper. Nor will it cure'

the ſame Man at all Times. Therefore

it was neceſſary to have a Variety. How

ever, I have ſubjoin'd, the Letter I. to:

thoſe Medicines, which are ſaid to be in

fallible—Thirdly, Obſerve all the Time

the greateſt Exactneſs in your Regimen,”

or Manenr of Living. Abſtain from all

mixt, all high-ſeaſon'd Food. Uſe plainº

Diet, eaſy of Digeſtion: And this as '

ſparingly as you can, conſiſtent with Eaſe"

and Strength. Drink only Water, if it

agrees with your Stomach; If not, good:

clear Small-beer. Uſe as much Exerciſe

daily, in the open Air, as you can with

out Wearineſs. Sup at Six or Seven on

the lighteſt Food: Go to Bed early, and

riſe betimes. To perſevere with Steadi
. . . - 3 * 1.-- ſº neſs,

* * * -
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neſs in this Courſe, is often more than half

the Cure. Above all, add to the reſt,

(for it is not Labour loſt) that old, un

faſhionable Medicine, PRAYER. And

have Faith in GoD, who “ killeth and

maketh alive, who bringeth down to the

Grave and bringeth up.”

16. For the Sake of thoſe who deſire,

through the Bleſſing of GoD, to retain

the Health which they have recovered, I

have added a few plain eaſy Rules, chiefly

tranſcribed from Dr. Cheyne. -

" ***

I. I. The Air we breathe is of great

Conſequence to our Health. Thoſe who

have been long abroad in Eaſterly orNor

therly Winds, ſhould drink ſome thin and

warm Liquor going toBed; or a Draught

of Toaft and Water. . - - -

a Tender People ſhould have thoſe
who lie with them, or are much about

them, ſound, ſweet and healthy.

3. Every one that would preſerve

"Health, ſhould be as clean and ſweet as

poſſible in their Houſes, Cloaths and

Furniture, II. I. The
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II. 1. The great Rule of Eating and

Drinking is, To ſuit the Quality and

Quantity of the Food to the Strength

of our Digeſtion; to take always ſuch a

Sort and ſuch a Meaſure of Food, as fits

light and eaſy on the Stomach. --

2. All pickled or finoaked or filted

Food, andall high-ſeaſon'd is unwholſome.

3. Nothing conduces more to Health,

than Abſtinence and plain Food with due
Labour.

4. For ſtudious Perſons, about eight

Ounces of Animal Food, and twelve of

Vegetable in twenty-four Hours is ſuffi

cient. . . .

5. Water is the wholſomeft of all

Drinks; quickens the Appetite and

ſtrengthens the Digeſtion moſt.

6. Strong, and more eſpecially fift

-tuous Liquors, are a certain though ſlow

Poiſon. , * . . *

º

7. Experience ſhews, there is no Man

: her of Danger, in leaving them off all at

once. 8. Strong.
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8. Strong Liquors do not prevent the

Miſchiefs of a Surfeit, nor carry it off ſo

ſafely as Water.

9. Malt Liquors (except clear Small

beer of a due Age) are cxceeding hurtful

to tender Perſons.

to. Coffee and Tea are extremely

hurtful to Perſons who have weak Nerves.

III. I. Tender Perſons ſhould eat very

light Suppers; and that two or three

Hours before going to Bed.

• - - - * -

2. They ought conſtantly to go toBed

about Nine, and riſe at Four or Five.

IV. I. A due Degree of Exerciſe is

indiſpenſably neceſſary to Health and long
Life.

2. Walking is the beſt Exerciſe for -

thoſe who are able to bear it, Riding for .

thoſe who are not. Theopen Air, when -

the Weather is fair, contributes much to

3. we

the Benefit of Exerciſe.

A.
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3. We may ſtrengthen any weak Part

of the Body by conſtant Exerciſe. Thus

the Lungs may be ſtrengthened by loud."

ſpeaking, or walking up an eaſy Aſcent:

The Digeſtion, and the Nerves by Riding:

The Arms or Hams by ſtrongly rubbing

them daily,

4. The Studious ought to have ſtated.

Times for Exerciſe, at leaſt two or three

Hoursa Day: The one half of this before

Dinner, the other before going to Bed.

5. They ſhould fie uently ſhave, and

frequently waſh their}.
-

6. Thoſe who read or write much,

ſhould learn to do it ſtanding; otherwiſe

it will impair their Health, - - -

7. The fewer Cloathsanyone uſes, by
Day or Night, the hardier he will be. -

8. Exerciſe, firſt, ſhould be always on

an empty Stomach; ſecondly, ſhould ne-i

ver be continued to Wearineſs; thirdly,

aſter it, we ſhould take Care to cool by

Degrees; Otherwiſe we ſhallcatch Cold,

- - 9, The
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9. The Fleſh-bruſh is a moſt uſeful

Exerciſe, eſpecially to ſtrengthen any Part

that is weak. -

Io. Cold-bathing is of great Advantage

to Health. It prevents Abundance of .

Diſeaſes. It promotes Perſpiration, helps

the Circulation of the Blood, and prevents

the Danger of catching Cold. Tender

People ſhould pour Water upon the

Head before they go in, and walk in

ſwiftly. To jump in with the Head fore

moſt, is too great a Shock to Nature.

V. 1. Coſtiveneſs cannot long confift

with Health. Therefore Care ſhould be

taken to remove it at the Beginning:

And when it is removed, to prevent its

Return, by ſoft, cool, opening Diet.

, a. Obſtrućted Perſpiration (vulgarly

called catching Cold) is one great Source

of Diſeaſes. Whenever there appears the

leaſtSign of this, let it be removed by geh

tle Sweats. -

VI. 1. The Paſſionshave a greater In

fluence on Health than moſt People are

aware of a. All
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2. All violent and ſudden Paſſions diſt.

poſe to, or ačtually throw People into

acute Diſeaſes. - . . *

3. The ſlow and laſting Paſſions, ſuch

as Grief and hopeleſs Love, bring on

chronical Diſeaſes.

4. 'Till the Paſſion which cauſed the

Diſeaſe is calm’d, Medicine is applied in

Waln. -

5. The flove of Gop, as it is the

ſovereign Remedy of all Miſeries, ſo in

particular it effectually prevents all the

bodily Diſorders the Paſſions introduce,

by keeping the Paſfions themſelves within

due Bounds. And by the unſpeakable

Joy and perfeót Galm, Serenity and Tran

quillity it gives the Mind, it becomes

the moſt powerful of all the Means of

Health and long Life.

London, june 11,

1747.

+.

º
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1. TT was a great Surpriſe to the Editor of

. I the following Collection, ihat there was

ſo ſwift and large a Demand for it; that

three Impreſſions were called for in four or five

1zars ; and that it was not only re-publiſhed

by th: Bookſellers of a neighbouring Nation,

but alſo inſerted by Parts in their publick Pa

pers, and ſo propagated through the whole

'Kingdom. This encouraged him carefully to

“reviſe the whole, and to publiſh it again, with

ſeveral Alterations, which it is hoped may

make it of greater Uſe to thoſe who love com

non Senſe and common Honeſty.

2. Thoſe Alterations are ſtill in Purſuance

of my firſt Deſign, To ſet down cheap, ſafe, J.

and eaſy Medicines; eaſy to be known, eaſy

to be procured, and eaſy to be applied b

plain, unlettered Men. Accordingly, I hav,

omitted a conſiderable Number, which, the

*

P O STS CR 1P T.
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cheap and ſafe, were not ſo common or well

known; and have added almoſt an equal Num

ber, to which that Obj-àion cannot be made :

Which are not only of ſmall Price, and ex

tremely ſafe, but likewiſe eaſily to be found,

if not in every Houſe or 23rd, yet in every

Town, and almoſt every Village throughout

the Kingdom. -

3. It is becauſe they are not ſafe, but ex

tremely dangerous, that I have omitted (toge

ther with Antimony) the four Herculean Me

dicines, Opium,” the Bark," Steel," and moſt

of the Preparations of Quickſilver. Hercu

lean indeed! Far too ſtrong for common Men

to grapple with. . How many fatal Effeffs

have theſe produced, even in the Hands of no

ordinary Phyſicians ? With regard to four of

theſe, the Inſtances are glaring and undeniable.

And whereas Quickſilver, the fifth, is in its

native Form, as innocent as Bread or Water,

has not the Art been diſcovered, ſo to prepare

it, as to make it the moſt deadly of all Poiſons?

Theſe, Phyſicians have juſtly termed edged

Tools. But they have not yet taught them to

wound at a Diſtance : And honeſt Men are

under no Neceſſity of touching them, or coming

within their Reach. -

4. Inſtead of theſe, I have once more ven- -

tured to recommend to Men of plain unbiaſed
- - - C Reaſon,

* Except in one Inſtance of each.
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Reaſon, ſuch Remedies as Air, Water, Milk,

Hºbey, Honey, Treacle, Salt, Winegar, and

common Engliſh Herbs, with a few foreign

Medicines, almoſt equally cheap, ſafe and

common. And this I have done on that Prin

tiple, whereby I deſire to be governed in all

my Ağions, “Whatſoever ye would that

Men ſhould do unto you, the ſame do unto

them”.

5. At the Requeſt of many Perſons, 1 have

likewiſe added plain Definitions of moſt Diſ.

tempers; not indeed accurate or philoſophical

Definitions, but ſuch as are ſuited to Men of

ordinary Capacities, and as may juſt enable

then, in common, ſimple Caſes, to diſtinguiſh

one Diſeaſefrom another. In uncommon or

complicatedDiſeaſes, or where Life is more

immediately in Danger, I again adviſe every

Man without Delay to apply to a Phyſician

that fears God.

. . . . .

BR IsTol, Oſt. 16, 1755. *

|
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LoN Don, Nov. 10, 1760. ,

-

of more than five Tears, which have

paſſed ſince the laſt Impreſſion of this Trači, l,

have bad many Opportunities of trying the Wir

tues of the enſuing Remedies. And I have,

now added the Word tried to thoſe, which I

have found to be of the greateſ. Efficacy. I

- URING the Obſervation and Experience

believe many others to be of equal Pirtue. But .

it has not lain in my Way to make the Trial,

In this Cºurſe of Time I have likewiſe had

Occaſion to colleå ſeveral other Remedics,

tried either by myſelf or others, which are in

ſerted under their proper Heads. Some of theſe ""

I have found to be of uncommon Virtue, rqual

to any of thoſe which were before publiſhed :

And one, I muſt aver, from perſºnal Know

tainly it comes the neareſt an Univerſal A

, cine, of any yet known in the World.

ſ

One grand Advantage which moff of th

Medicines have above thoſe commonly uſed.

tº this Zou may be ſure of having them
- C 2 ...

---

f
--

*

ledge, grounded on a thouſand Experiments,

to be far ſuperior to all the other Medicines I

have known ; I mean, Elečtricity. I cannºt

but intreat all thoſe who are Well-wiſhers to

Mankind, to make full Proof of this. Cer

Medi..' -

*

º in

- their
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their Kind; pure, genuine, unſophiſticate.

But who can be ſure of this, when the Medi

cines he uſes are compounded by an Apothecary?

Perhaps he has not the Drug preſcribed by the

Phiftcian, and ſo puts in its Place “what

“will do as well.” Perhaps be has it ; but

it is ſtale and periſhed: Tet “you would not

“ have him throw it away. Indeed be cannot

“, afford it.” Perhaps be cannot afford to

make up the Medicine as the Diſpenſatory di

ret's, and ſell it at the common Price. So he

puts in cheaper Ingredients : And you takenei

ther you nor your Phyſician knows what How

many Inconveniences muſt this occaſion f How

many Conſtitutions are ruined hereby £ How

many valuable Lives are loſt £ Whereas all

theſe Inconveniences may be prevented, by a

little Care and common Senſe, in the Uſe of

iboſe plain ſimple Remedies, which are here

colleåed. - =

#####################: .

º

|

-



preceded by a cold Shivering and goes off in a Sweat,

{ºtºs
§§§§§

- A - www.* r

COLLECTION."

- of

R E C E I PTS.
<<x<x<

!. c is .

: \ .

1. Abortion, (to preven"). . .

1. T T S E daily a Decoãion of Lijnun Gaº
aiacum. . . . .

*

-

-
. . . * * * * *

2. For an Agac.". . . . . .

2. Go into the Cold Bath juſt before the Cºld

Fit. . . • . . . . . . . . .

* - *, *, * ~ * . . . . *

3. Or, take a Handful of Groundſell, ſhred it ſnail,

put it into a Paper Bag, four Inches ſquare,

pricking that Side which is to be next the Skip ;

full of Holes. Cover this with a thin Linen,

Q 3. . . . . . and

Alº~ - -… ---

* An Ague is, An Intermitting Fever, each Fit a which is.
*

-
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and wear it on the Pit of the Stomach, renewing

it two Hours before the Fit:–Tried.

4. Or, apply a Handful of rarrow in like Manner:

5. Or, a large Onion ſlit: -

6. Or, boil 1%rrow in new Milk, 'till it is tender

enough to ſpread as a Plaiſter. An Hour before

the cold Fit, apply this to the Wriſts, and let

it be on 'till the hot Fit is over. If another Fit

comes, uſe a freſh Plaiſter: This often cures

a Quartan.

7. Or, drink a Quart of cold Water, juſt before the

cold Fit. Then go to Bed and ſweat:

$. Or, make ſix middling Pills of Cobwebs. Take

one a little before the cold Fit: Two, a little

before the next Fit: The other three, if Need

be, a little before the third Fit. I never knew

this fail: - -

9. Or, twoTea-ſpoonfuls of Sal Prunella an Hour

before the Fit. It commonly cures in thrice

taking: -

zo. Or, a Tea-ſpoonful of Spirits of Hartſhorn, ina Giº of water. ºf 3.

*1. Or, eat a Lemon, Rind and all :

12. Or, drink a Pint of Decoètion of Cammi,

a ſweeten’d with Treacle. Take it warm in Bed,

. . . and ſweat two Hours.

ry. It isſº..." agentle Womit before you uſe any

of theſe Medicines. If this is taken two Hours before

the Fit is expected, it generally prevents that Fit, and

Jømetimes cures an Ague: Eſpecially in Children.—

is is alſº proper to repeat the Medicine (whatever it

... , s . be)

*-
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be) about a I/eek after, in order to prevent a Relapſe.

Do not take any Purge ſoon after. -

w|

| 3. A Tertian Agge."

13, Bola Handful of Ritwort in whey. Drink
~ this warm an Hour before the Fit comes, and lie

| down and ſweat.

14. Or, apply to each. Wriſt, a Plaiſter of Treacle.

and Soot:—Tried.

15. Or, uſe the Cold Bath. (Unleſs you are of an

advanced Age, or extremely weak.) But when

- you uſe this, on any Account whatever, it is

proper, * -

-- 1. To bleed or purge, before you begin:

2. To go in cool; to immerge at once, but not

Head foremoſt; to ſtay in only two or three

Minutes, (or leſs, at firſt.) -

3. Never to bathe on a full Stomach:

4. To bathe twice or thrice aWeek at leaſt, 'till

you have bathed nine or ten Times:

5. To ſweat immediately after it (going to Bed)
in Palfies, Rickets, and all Diſeaſes wherein.

the Nerves are obſtructed: - --

! 6. You may uſe yourſelf to it, without any Dan

ger, by beginning in May, and at firſt juſt

| plunging in, and coming out immediately.

Tho' many have begun in Winter, without

any Inconvenience.
-

- - 4.4

| | *That is, An Ague which returns every other Day-In this uſ:

12 tight and ſparing Dict on the Day between,
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4. A £4artam Agile.*

Fit is coming, Wall july Flowers beating together

Leaves and Flowers with a little Salt. Keep

it on ’till the hot Fit is over. Repeat this, if

Need be. - -

17. Uſe ſtrong Excerciſe (as Riding or Walking, as

far as you can bear it) an Houror two before the

Fit. If poſſible, continue it 'till the Fit begins.

This alone will frequently cure —Tried.

18. Or apply to the Wriſts a Plaiſter of Turpentine:

Or of bruiſed Garlick : -

19. Or, of bruiſed Pepper, mixt with Treacle.

20. Or, apply Oil of Turpentine to the ſmall of the

Back, before the Fit. - -

21. For a Tertian or ºuarian, Vomit an Hour after

tº the Cold Fit begin's. Then go to bed, and con

tinue a large Sweat by Lemonade, (that is, Lemon, .

Sugarand Water) for fix or eight Hours. This

uſually cures in three or four Times: If it does

not, uſe the Cold Bath between the Fits.

|
16. Apply to the Suture of the Head, when the

+

º

– . 3. St. Anthony's Fire. #

22. Take a Glaſs of Tar-Ilater warm, in Bed,

every Hour, waſhing the Part with the ſame.

tº Tar-water is made thus—Put a Gallon of cold

Iłżater to a Quart of Norway Tar. Stir them toge
. . . - - ther

* * * -

* That is, An Ague which miſſes two Days, coming on Monday

(ſuppoſe) and again on Thurſday. . . . . . . . . . . . .

+ St. Anthony's Fire is a Fever attended with a red and painful

Swelling, full of Pimples, which afterwards turn into ſmall Bliffers, on

the Face or ſome other Part of the Body. The ſooner the Eruption .

is, the leſs Danger–Let your Diet be only Water Gruel, or B.º.ºy “s

Broth, with roa *Arties.

*--~~~~~~~~~~~~*
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ther with aflat Stick for five or ſix Minutes. Aft

wer it has flood cover'd for three Days, pour off the

Water clear, bottle and cork it.

23. Or, drink juſt ſo much Sea-Water as does not

vomit or purge, every Morning for ſeven Days:

This is the proper Meaſure, in whatever Caſe it

is taken. It ſeldom fails. ,

24. Or, take a Decoction of Elder-Leaves, as a

Sweat.

25. Or, of wild Thyme, applyingto the Part a Cloth

dipt in Lime-Water, mixt with a little comphorated

Spirits of Wine. /

Gº Lime-water is made thus.-Infuſe a Pound of

good quick Lime, in ſix Quarts of Spring Water

jor twenty-fºur Hours. Decant and keep it for
Uſe.

26. Or, take two or three gentle Purges. No

acute Fever bears repeated Purges better than

this, eſpecially when it affects the Head. -

27. Or, (uſing the Internal Medicine at the ſame

Time) apply a Plaiſter of Venice Treacle: .

28. º, waſh it with Water wherein Bran is boil

ed : --- -

29. Or boil a Handful of Sage, two Handfuls of

Elder-Leaves (or Bark) and an Ounce of Allum in

two Quarts of ForgeWater, to a Pint. Anoint

º with this every Night.

6. The Apoplexy.”

30: To prevent, uſe the Cold Bath, and drink only
Water.

31. In

ºf .

* An Apºplexy is, A total Loſs of all Senſe, and yoluntary Motion,

L- commonly attended with a ſtrongPulſe, hard Breaking resºrting

- • * > . . . . .
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31. In the Fit, blow Powder of White Hellebore up

the Noſe, and fix a Cupping Glaſs, without ſcarf

fying, to the Nape of the Neck, and another to:

each Shoulder. But ſend for a good Phyfician"

immediately. *

32. If the Fit be ſoon after a Meal, do not bleed,

but vomit. . . . - * .

33. Rub the Head, Feet, and Hands ſtrongly, and

let two ſtrong Men carry the Patient upright,

- backwards and forward about the Room.

34. A Seton in the Neck, with low Diet, has often

prevented a Relapſe. . - - -

7. Camine Appetite.*

35. “If it be without Vomiting, is often cured by a

ſmall bit of Bread dipt in Wine, and applied to

tº the Noſtrils.” Dr. Scomberg. -

- -
-

f

- 8. Tie Miwa, f : .
*** . . . .

º: 36, Take a Pint of cold Water every Night, as you -
. . . . . Jie down in Bed : * - *

Lººſ. Or, a Pint of cold ſºater every Morning, waſh

º ing the Head therein immediately after, and uſing

#: the Cold Bath once a Fortnight:
º ~ : º - º . . . . . - *s -- . - * 38. Or,

as . . .

tº - ºr - * – — — . .

#. –
- -

. . . . An inſtitieſ efire ofº; . . .

* + An ºra is a Difficulty of Breathing, from a Diſorder in the

Lº (or moiſ).Aftima, the patient ſpits mugh,
* : ***** - . . .

-

-

--- ~ :
* - " -

-

s
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- 38. Or, uſe Water wherein ſliced Liquorice is ſteep

ed, as common Drink : -

. 39. Or half a Pint of Tar Water twice a Day :

40. Or drink Sea Water every Morning:

| 41. Or, live a Fortnight on boiled Carrots only.

It ſeldom fails. -

42. Or, take an Ounce of Nettle-juice, mixt with

"" clarified Honey, every Night and Morning :

43. Or, take a Spoonful of Quickſilver every Morn

ing, and a Spoonful of Aqua Sulphurata,

in a large Glaſs of Spring-Water at Five in the

Evening, and at Bed-time, ’till you are well. —

. Tried.

44. For rººf Vomit with a Quart or

more of warm

the better. . ſº

take Care always to keep your Body open. . .

- * *

45. Juice of Radiſhes relieves much , ſo does

A Cup of ſtrong Coffee. -

*47. Or, Garlick, either raw or preſerved, or in
Syrup : w - -

48. Or, Tea made with Hºſºp, or Grundhº, or

Daiſy-Flowers and Liquorice: - * - -

,49; Or, drink a Pint of new Milk Morning and

* Evening—This has cured in an inveterate

Afthma. . . . . . . . . … • ‘’’ ‘’’...; a

sc. Uſe the Cold Bath thrice a Week: ,

l * * * ... * ** . . . . .

2- . . . . . . .

ater. The more you drink of it.

tº Do this whenever you find anyMotion to vomit, and

9.4 Dry or Convulſive Aſhma.
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ºf * , _------

51. Or, beat fine Saffron finall, and take eight or

ten Grains every Night :

52. Or, dry and powder a Toad. Make it irº

ſmall Pills, and take one every Hour 'tº the

Convulſions ceaſe.

53. In any Aſthma, the beſt Drink is ºater.

IO. 7%

54 Rub the Part Morning and Evening, with

Onions, ’till it is red; and rub it afterwards with

Honey.

11. Bleeding at

- . 55. Drink Whey largely every Morning, and eat

Raiſins much . . .

56. To cure it, apply to the Neck behind and on

each Side, a Cloth

57. Or, waſh the Temples, Noſe and Neck with

Winegar: **

58. Or, chew Nettle-Root, ſpitting out the Juice:

59. Hold a red-hot Poker under the Noſe :

60. Or, ſteep a Linen Rag in /harp Winegar, burn

it, and blow it up the Noſe with a Quill. -

61. In a violent Caſe, go into a Pond or River.—l

Tried. - -

12. Bleeding of a Hound.

62. Make tight Ligatures on the Arms :

63. Or, apply Tops of Nettles bruiſed: . . ."

64. Or, Leaves of All-heal bruiſed : I. --

* * * *

*

* -

*
:: *-

cure Baiãº,

theNº cto prevent.)

º

dipt in cold Water :

--- -- - - -
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65. Or, ſpread the Aſhes of a Linen Cloth thick

on another Linen Cloth, and apply it :

66. Or, ſtrew on it the Aſhes of a Linen Rag, dipt

in ſharp Winegar and burnt : *

67. Or, take ripe Puff-Balls. Break them warily
and ſave the Powder. Strew this on the Wound

and bind it on. I.—This will ſtop the Bleeding

of an amputated Limb without any Cautery.

13. Spitting Blood.

68. Take half a Pint of flewd Pºmº, at lying

down, for two or three Nights : Tried,’ -

69. Or, a Glaſs of Decoétion of Onions : A

70. Or, four Spoonfuls of Juice of Nettles every

Morning; and a large Cup of Decoction of
Nettles at Night, for a Week: Tried. . . . .

71. Or, take frequently a Spoonful of he Juice of

Nettles and Plantane Leaves, mixt and ſweetnºd -

with Sugar Candy : - - . . .

72. Or, three Spoonfuls of Sage-juice in a httle

- Honey. This preſently ſtops either ſpitting or

*

t

vomiting Blood: Tried. - ? -

73. Or, half a Tea-ſpoonful of Barbadoes Tax ºn

a Lump of Loaf Sugar at Night. It commonly

cures at Once. . . . . .

14. Pomiting Blood. ,

74. Take three Spoonfuls ofSage juice in Honey.

- - D - -

- 75.9%
• * : * * * *

-

… . . . .
-- -
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75. Or, two Spoonfuls of Nettle-juice.—(º; This

alſo diſſolves Blood coagulated in the Stomach:)

Tried.

76. Or, one Spoonful of the Juice of Quinces:

77. Or, a Quarter of a Pint of Deco&tion of Nettles

and Plantane two or three Times a Day.

15. 70 reſolve coagulated Blood.

78. Bind on the Part for ſome Hours a Paſte made

of Black Soap, and Crumbs of white Bread:

79. Or, Grated Root of Burdock ſpread on a Rag :

Renew this twice a Day.

16. Boils,

80. Apply a little Venice Turpentine:

81. Or, a Plaiſter of Honey and Wheat-flower:

. 82. Or, of Figs:

'83. Or, a little Saffron in a white Bread Poultis.-

Tis proper to purge alſo.

*

17. Hard Breafts. *-

84, Apply Tnrnips roaſted 'till ſoft, then maſh'd and

mixt with a little Oil of Roſes. Change this

twice a Day, keeping the Breaſt very warm with

Flannel.

18. Sore Bºafts and ſwell’d. ,

85. Boia Handful of Cammik and as much Mº
lows in Milk and Water, Foment with it be

*

º

. . . . .
- . . . . . . * *

* *- : * *

s - -

, - a |

* . . . . . . . . . * * * *
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tween two Flannels as hot as can be borne eve

ry twelve Hours. It alſo diſſolves any Knob or

Swelling in any Part.

19, 4 Bruiſe.

86. Immediately apply Treacle ſpread on brown

Paper: Tried.

87. Or, clarified Honey : - - -

88. Or rub it with one Spoonful of Oil of Turpen

tine and two of Neats-foot Oil:

89. Or, apply a Plaiſter of chopt Parſley mixt with

Butter : . . . . . . tº

90. Or, a Fomentation of Verjuice and Camomile
Flowers. . . . .

20. To prevent Swelling from a Bruiſ,

91. Immediately apply a Cloth, five or ſix times

doubled, dipt in cold Water, and new dipt when it.

grows warm. Trieds -

21, 7% cure a Swelling from a Bruiſe. º

92. Foment it halfan Hour, Morning and Even

ing, with Cloths dipt in Water, as hot as you

can bear : ---

93. Or, apply Sea-weed.

* --

22. A Burn or &ald. . . .

... rº

94. Immediately Pºst-rating of irº.

. . . . .

… "
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Keep it in an Hour, if not well before. Perhaps
for four or five Hours : Tried.

95. Or, Ifthe Part cannot be dipt, apply a Cloth

four Times doubled, dipt in cold Water, chang

ing it when it grows warm :

96. Or, apply a bruiſed Onion :

97. Or, Tinéture of Myrrh :

98. Or, Oil and Parſley ſtampt together: -

99. Or, apply Oil, and ſtrew on it powder'd Ginger

23. A deep Burn or &ald.

100. Apply black Parniſh with a Feather’till it is
well : -

101. Or, inner Rind of Elder well mixt with freſh

Butter. When this is bound on with a Rag,

plunge the Part into cold Water. This will ſuſ

pend the Pain’till the Medicine heals.

24. A Cancer in the Breaſ. *

102. Uſe the Cold Bath. (This has cured many.)

This cured. Mrs. Bates of Leiceſterſhire, of a

Cancer in her Breaſt, a Conſumption, a Sciatica,

and Rheumatiſm, which ſhe had near twen

ty Years.—She bathed daily for a Month, and

‘drank only Water. -

Ç Gene

* *
-

* A Cancer is an hard round, uneven, painful Swelling, of a black

iſh or leaden Colour, the Veins round which ſeem ready to burſt. . It

comes commonly at firſt with a Swelling about as big as a Pea, which -

does not at firſt give much Pain, nor change the Colour of the Skia. . .

*-
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|

g3 Generally where Cold Bathing is neceſſary to cure any

Diſeaſe, Water-drinking is ſo, to prevent a Relapſe.

1oz. If it be not broke, apply a Piece of Sheet-lead

beat very thin, and pricked full of Pin-holes, for

Days of Weeks, to the whole Breaſt.—Purges

ſhould be added every third or fourth Day:

JoA. Or, Rub the whole Breaſt Morning andEven

ing with Spirits of Hartſ orn: -

ros. Or, take a mellow Apple, cut of the Top,

take out the Core, fill the Hole with Hogs-greaft,

then cover it with the Top, and roaſt the Apple

thoroughly, take off the Paring, beat the Pap

well, ſpread it thick on Linen, and lay it warm

on the Sore, putting a Bladder over it.—Change

this every twelve or twenty-four Hours :

1 off. Or,take Horſe-Spurs and dry them by the Fire,

'till they will beat to a Powder. Slit and infuſe

two Drams in two Quarts of Ale ; drink half a

Pint every ſix Hours, new Milk warm.—It has

cured many. Tried. - - - " . . .

1 p7. Or, apply Gooſe dung and Celandine beat well

together and ſpread on a fine Rag. It will both

cleanſe and heal the Sore: . . .

108. Or, a Poultis of wild Parſhips, Flowers,

Leaves and Stalks, changing it Morning and

Evening: - * - * *

109. Or, live three Months on Apples and Apple
AEater : ºf .0

110. Or take half a Dram of Penice-Soap twigs a

Day : - . . . . . . . ;º ºf

111. Or, take Brimſon; and AquaSulphiratº, as Art.
41.-This has cured one far advanced in Years.

Dr. Cheyne ſays, a total Aſs-Milk Diet, about two, -

Qgarts a Day, without any other Food or Đink,

will cure a confirmed Cancer. º sº

$hree inveterate Cancers, which adhered to the

. . . . . . D 3 º' Bºº

*. s
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Bones, were totally cured at Paris, by anointing

the Ulcers thrice a Day with Infuſion of Leaves of

Plumbago in Olive Oil. The Pain which the

Application at firſt occaſioned was over in about a

Fortnight.

23.4 Cancer in any other Part.

112. Apply red Onions bruiſed: -

113. Or, make a Plaiſter of Roch-Allum, Vinegar,

and Honey, equal Quantities, with Wheat flºwer.

Change it every twelve Hours. Itoften cures in

three or four Days:

114. Or, ſtamp the Flowers, Leaves and Stalks of

wild Parſnips, and apply them as a Plaiſter,

changing it every twelve Hours. It uſually cures

in a few Days.

26. Cancer in the Mouth.

r15. Boil a few Leaves of Succory, Plantane and

Rue with a Spoonful of Honey, for a quarter of an

Hour. Gargle with this often in an Hour: I.

1 16 Or, with Winegar and Honey wherein half an

Ounce of Roch-Allum is boilded :

I 17, Or, with a little Roman Vitriol diſſolved in a

int of Water; then apply Cream. This alſo

ſpeedily cures the Shingles: Tried. -

118. Or, take an Ounce of Four of Sulphur, an

half an Ounce of Roch-Allum finely powder'd.

Mix theſe well together with pure Honey and ap

ply often. s

27. Chilblains (to prevent).

119, wear Flannel-Soº *..

*20. Or, waſh the Hands with Fºur of Myſºrd:

28. Cº
-"

+

ſ

d

.

*
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:

28. Chilblains (to cure)

121. Apply Salt and Onions pounded together:

122. Or, a Poultis of roaſted Onions hot. Keep it

on two or three Days, if not cured ſooner:

123. Or, hot Turnip-parings roaſted, changing

them twice or thrice a Day.

124. Waſh them (if broke) with Tinéture of

Myrrh in a little Water.

29. Chin-Cough or Hoping-Gºugh. º

125. Uſe the Cold Bath daily: -

126. Or, rub the Feet thoroughly with Hogs-lard,

before the Fire, at going to Bed, and keep the

Child warm therein: Tried.

127. Or, rub the Back at lying down with old Rum,
It ſeldom fails. w - --

128. Or, give a Spoonful of Juice of Penny-royal, -

mixt with brown Sugar-candy, twice a Day: .

129. Or, half a Pint of Milk warm from the Cow

with the Quantity of a Nutmeg of Conſerve of

Roſes diſſolved in it, every Morning. º

130, In deſperate Caſes, change of Air alone has
cured.

*

3o Cholera Morbus, i. e. Flux and

Womiting. . . . .

131. Drink two or three Quarts of coldWºłº, if

ſtrong; of warm Water, if weak : . . . .
º,

-- 3.32. Or,
• *
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132. Or, boil a Chicken an Hour in two Gallons.

of Water, and drink of this 'till the Vomiting
ceaſes. 1

•

31. Chopt Hands (to prevent).

133. Waſh them with Flour of Muffard:

134. Or, in Bran and Water boiled together.

135. To cure, waſh with ſoft Soap mixt with red.

Sand: Tried. -

136. Apply Oil of Myrrh.

32. Chopt Lips.

137. Army a little sa Prunellae.

33.4cui.

138. Dirk a Pint ofoldmater lying down in Bed:
Tried. ... • -

139. Or, a Spoonful of Treacle in half a Pint of

Water : Tried. ' -

140. Or, to one Spoonful of Oatmeal and one

Spoonful of Honey, add a Piece of Butter the

Bigneſs of a Nutmeg : Pour on gradually near

a Pint of boiling Water; drink this lying down

in Bed. s -

34. Acid in the Head.

14t. Pateverythin theyºku Rind of an Orange, -

Roll it up inſide out, and thruſta Roll into each

Noſtril. . . . .

cºº 33. Tº
.* -

-

-

-
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35. The Cholick (in the Fit.)

142. Drink a Pint of cold Water: Tried.

I43. Or, a Quart of warm Water : Tried.

#44. Or, as largely as poſſible ofwarm Tar-water -

145. Or, a Pint of Water in which a red hot Flint

is quenched : -

146. Or, drink largely of Camomile-Tea:

147. Or, of Decočtion of Mallows :

148 Or, take thirty Drops of Spirit of Turpentine, .

- *in a Glaſs ofWater: sº

149. Or, from two Scruples to half a Dram of

1:llow-peel of Oranges powder'd, in a Glaſs of
Water : - -

150. Or, beat together into a Cake one Part of

ſtoned Raiſins of the Sun, and three Parts of Żu-,

niper-Berries; eat more or leſs according to the

Pain : - *

151. Or, take from thirty to fixty Drops of Oil of ,

Aniſe-ſeed on a Lump of Sugar: -

I52. Or, apply outwardly a Bag of hot Oats : . . .

153. Or, hot Water in a Bladder. .
-

-

* ~ * * * *

36, choice in children.

154. Give a Scruple of powder'd.an & ain their
Meat: Tried, pow . f . . .
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37. A Bilious Cholick.”

155. Give a Spoonful of ſweet Oil every Hour.—
Bºhas cured one judged to be at the Point of

Cath. .

156. Or, boilanounce of bruiſed Aniſº ſeedin twel

Quarts of Water, 'till half is boiled away.

When it is cool, Infuſe an Ounce of Manna,

and four Drams of Glauber's Salts. Drink as

much of it as you can. Tried, -

• 38. Ah Habitual Cholick.

157. wear a thin ſºft Flannel on the Part.

- - -- -

39. An Hyſlerick Cholick...f

158. Mrs. Matts, by uſing the Cold Bath two and

twenty Times in a Month, was entirely cured of

an Hyſterick Colick, Fits, and convulſive Mo

*tions, continual Sweatings and Vomiting, wan.

dering Pains in her Limbs and Head, with total -

Loſs of Appetite. - .

159. In the Fit, drink half a Pint of Water with

a little Wheat-flower in it, and a Spoonful of Wine

gar.
*-

. . . . . . . 16o. Or,

–

-H H TT — —

* This is generally, attended with vomiting a greeniſh or a frothy

Matter, with feveriſh Heat, violent Thriſt, a bitter Taſte in the

JMouth, and littºand high-coloured Urine. *

ºf 1s attended with a violent Pain about the Pit of the Stomach,

with great Sinking of the Spirits, and often with greeniſh Vomitings,

. * * * * *
-- - - - -

- * > .

ºf:
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r*

168. Or, give Gliſters of Oil or fat Broth. º

ſeveral Days, with little Urine, and obāiñate coffivefief, T.

160. Or, of warm Lemonade : Tried.

161. Or, a Glaſs full of Winegar:

162. Or, take zo, 30 or 4o Drops of Balſam of

Peru in fine Sugar: If need be, take this twice

or thrice a Day: - - -

163. Or, in Extremity, boil three Ounces of

urdock-Seed in Water, which give as a Clyſter:

164. Or, twenty Drops of Laudanum, in any pro

per Clyſter, which thus injećted give inſtant

Eafe, -

- =** .

40. A Nervous Cholick."

165. Uſe the cla Bath, daily for a Month:

166. Or, take Quickſilver and Aqua Sulphurata,

daily for a Month: As Art. 41. . . .

41. Cholick from the Fumes ofIzai, or -

White Lead, Perdigreaſe, &c.

- . 167. In the Fit, drink freſh melted Batter, and
then vomit with warm Water. -

169. To prevent or cure, breakfaſt daily on ſº

Broth, and uſe Oil of ſweet Almonds frequently

and largely. . . . . .

... * This is frequently term'd the dry Billy ach. º it often continues -

- - - - , , . . . . . . . . . * *
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42. Acouſimplim.

170. Cold Bathing has cured many deep Conſump
tions: Tried. -

171. One in a deep Conſumption was adviſed to

drink nothing but Water, and eat nothing but

AEater gruel, without Salt or Sugar. In three

Months Time he was perfeótly well.

172. Take no Food but new Butter Milk, churn’d

in a Bottle, and white Bread.—I have known

this ſucceſsful :

173. Or, boil two Handfuls of Sorrel in a Pint of

Whey. Strain it, and drink a Glaſs thrice a

Day. - -

174. Or, take a Spoonful of Syrup of Fox-glove,

Moriting and Evening: Tried. .

175 Or, turn a Pint of ſkim’d Milk with half a

, Pint of ſmall Beer. Boil in this Whey, about

twenty Ivy-leaves, and two or three Sprigs of

Hºſſºp. Drink half over Night, the reſt in the

Morning. Do this if needful for two Months

daily.—This has cured in a deſperate Caſe:

Tried. -

176. Or, take a Cow-heel from the Tripe-houſe

ready dreſt, two Quarts of new Milk, two Cun

ces of Hart/horn ſhavings, two Ounces of Iſing

glaſs, a Quarter of a Pound of Sugar candy, and

a Race of Ginger. Put all theſe in a Pot; and

ſet them in an Oven after the Bread is drawn.

“Let it continue there 'till the Oven is near cold ;

and let the Patient live on this—I have known

this cure a deep Conſumption more than once.

". Or every Morning cut up a little Turf offreſh

hººl

*

-

rth, and, lying down, breathe into the Hole.

- - - - for
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Hole for a Quarter of an Hour.—I have known

a deep Conſumption cured thus.

178. Or, take half a Pint of ſkim’d Milk, put one

Spoonful of the beſt Rum, ſweetened with a

little Sugar or Sugar of Roſes; take it new

Milk warm, lying in Bed an Hour after it:

And uſe for common Drink eight Parts Water,

three Parts ſkim’d Milk, one Part Rum, ſweet

ened with a little Sugar - -

179. “Mr. Moffers of Everſham, was ſo far gore

in a Conſumption, that he could not ſtand alone.

I adviſed him to loſe ſix Ounces of Blood, every

Day for a Fortnight, if he lived ſo long; and

then every other Day ; then every third Day;

then every fifth Day, for the ſame Time. In

three Months he was well.”—Dr. Dover. Tried.

180. Or, throw Frankincenſe on burning Coals,

and receive the Smoke daily thro' a proper Tube

into the Lungs. Tried. - -

18 t. Or, ſmoke Balſam of Tolu, like Tobacco,

43. Conv/l//ons, -

182. Uſe the Cold Bath :

183. Or, take a Tea-ſpóonful of Valerion-root

powder'd in a Cup of Water every Evening;

184. Or, half a Dram of Miſſºlto powder'd, every

fix Hours, drinking after it a Draught of ſtrong
Infuſion thereof. - -

44 Cºnvº!/ſons in Chârcº,

185. Scrape Piony Rºt, freſh digged. Apply

i

f what you have ſcraped off to the soles ºf the

Feet. It helps immediately. Tried. tº

- E . . . .- ... -

. . )

* . . . . .

* * * * ~ *
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45. Convºl/ows in the Bowels of Children.

186. Give a Child of a Quarter old, a Spoonful of

the Juice of Pellitory of the JPall, two or three

Times a Day. It goes thro' at once, but pur

ges no more. Uſe Syrup, if Juice cannot be
had. *

46. Cºrns (to prevent)

187, Waſh the Feet often in cold-mater.

47. Corms (to care...)

188. Apply freſh every Morning the raft of ſnail

Beer, ſpread on a Rag :

189. Or, boil the Juice of Radiº, 'till it is thick

- enough to ſpread as a Plaiſter. Shift it as it º

grows dry:

192 Or, cleanſe from Earth the Root and Herb of

Houſekek; cruſh it with your Fingers and apply

it. Renew it every three Hours, for twenty

four Hours: 1.

191. Or, apply freſh Ivy-leaves daily, and in fifteen

Days they will drdb out.

48. Coffiveneſs.

* *

192. Riſe early every Morning:

193. Or, boil in a Pint and half of Broth, half a

Handful of Mallow-leaves chopt: Strain this and

drink it before you eat any Thing elſe. Do this

frequently, if needful: . . . . . . .

194. Or, breakfaſt twice a Week or oftner, or,

Iſatºr-gruel with Carrants. Tried. . . . .

195 Cr, take the Bigneſs of a large Nutmeg of-

.*. -

Creats

* * * * *

*

**
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Cream of Tartar, mixt with Honey, as often as
you need.

49. A Coºgº.

196. Every Cough is a dry Cough at firſt. As long

as it continues ſo, it may be cured by chewing

immediately after you cough, the Quantity of a

Pepper-corn of Peruvian Bark. Swallow your

Spittle as long as it is bitter, and then ſpit out

the Wood. If you cough again, do this again.

It very ſeldom fails to cure any dry Cough.

Tried.—I earneſtly adviſe every one who has

any regard for his Health to try this within 24

Hours, after he firſt perceives a Cough. -

197. Or, drink a Pint of cold Water lying down in
Bed : Tried. - -

198. Or, mix an Ounce of Liſted Oil, with an

Ounce of white Sugar-candy powder'd, and take

a Tea-ſpoonful whenever the Cough comes :

199. Or, make a Hole thro' a Lemon and fill it with

Planey. Roaſt it, and catch the juice. Takes

a Tea-ſpoonful of this frequently : Tried. . .

50. An **i. Cº.

2co. Take Spaniſh Liquorice two Ounces, Salt of

Tartar half an Ounce: Boil the Liquorice in 3

three Pints of Water to a Quart. Add the Salts i

to it when it is Blood-warm. Drink two º

Spoonſuls of this every two Hours.--It ſºláviº

fails: Tried. - - * . . . .

- 51. A Conſºmptive cogſ. is -

2^*. §'t ten or twelve Raiſins of the Sup, take out

tic Stones, and fill them up with the tirall ten-º
* : * ~ * ,

- -, - . .”

… --- E 2 - - der

* , , , *

.

-

º
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der Tops of Rue. Take theſe early every Morn

ing, faſting two or three Hours after :

202: Or, boil a Pound of Raiſins ſtoned in a Quart

of old Perjuice to about a Pint. Then add a

Pound of brown Sugar-candy and let it fimmer

into Syrup. Take near a Spoonful every three
or four Hours. -

203. To ſtop it for a Time, at lying down keep a

little ſlick Liquorice ſhaved like Horſe-radiſh, be

tween the Check and the Gums.-I believe this

never fails. ~

52. A Convul/ve Cough.

2.94. Eat preſerva Walnuts : -

205. Or, boil a Handful of Bay-leaves in Milk,

turn this with white Wine, and drink a Draught

of the Whey often.

53. An Imveterate Coſgh.

206. Waſh the Head in cold Water, every Morn

ing : . . ... -

.207. Or, uſe the Cºld Betº.-It ſeldom fails:

208. Or, take half a Pint of Decočtion of Onions,

- Morning and Evening: - -

209. Or a Spoonful of Juice of Onions:

2} e. Or, take peel’d Turnips three Pounds, Sugar

one Pound, put them in an Earthen Pot cloſe

cover'd for twenty-four Hours. Strain the Juice,

and take two or three Spoonfuls Morning and

Evening: Tried. *-

2: 1. Or mix the Juice of boil'd Turnips with fine

powder'd Sugar-candy, 'till it is a Kind of#.
Swallow a little of it Drop by Drop from

to Time. - - - - - - -

* ** *

Time

212 Qr,
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21 2. Or, take a Spconſul of Syrup of Harehound

Morning and Evening: Tried.

2 I 3. Or, put a Scruple of Sperma-Ceti into the

Yolk of a new-laid Egg, and fup it up in the

Morning faſting. - -

54. A Peºritick Cogº.

214. Powder an Ounce of Sperma-Ceti fine. Work

it in a Marble Mortar with the Yolk of a new

laid Egg. Mix them in white Wine, and take

a ſmall Glaſs every three Hours. -

35. A ficting Cugh.

2 : 5. Drink I?’ater whiten’d wish Oatmeal four

Times a Day : - - . . . .

216. Or, keep a Piece of Early. Sugar or Sagar.

candy conſtantly in your Mouth,

. . . . . . . . * > .

56. Pºolent Cºngºing from a ſºup tº in
R&ctimſ. . . .

217. Work into old Cºnſº, ve ºf Rºgº º,

you can of pure Olibanum, powder'd as Hae, as

poſſible. Take a Bolus of this twice or thfied a

Day. It eaſes preſently, and cures in sº gº
- - * * * * . . . .

three Weeks : , . . . . . . . . . .

218. Or, uſe Milk dict as much as poſſible.

Knce at going to Bed: Tried
. . . . . . . . .

- - -

• *- * * * * :* - * * *

-- 3 * * * *

-
- *

- * . . .

219, Tig your Garte, ſº i and tight wider; ºr
- -

-
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220. Or, be electrified thro’ the Part which uſes to

be affected. This generally prevents it for a

Month: Sometimes for a Twelvemonth : Tried.

58. The Cramp (to cure.)

221. Stretch out the Limb immediately:

a22. Or, ſtretch out the oppoſite Arm and clench

the Fiſt: -

223. Or, chaſe the Part with Hungary-Water :

224. Or, with rectified Spirits of Wine :

225. Or, apply boiled Nettles hot:

226. Or, take half a Pint of Tar-water Morning

and Evening. -

59. A Cat.

227. Keep it cloſed with your Thumb a Quarter

of an Hour. Then double a Rag five or ſix

Times; dip it in cold Water, and bind it on :

Tried . . -

60. Deafneſs.

223. Be elºrified thro’ the Ear: Tried.

229. Or, uſe the Cold Bath:

230. Or, put a little ſalt into the Ear:

231. Or, Salt Petre: -

232. Or, drop into it a Tea-ſpoonful of ſalt IPater:

233. Or, of juice of Ground-Ivy: . .

234. Or, three or four Drops of Onion-juice at ly

ing down, and ſtop it with a little Wool.

61. Deafneſs from Jax.

235. Syringe the Ear with warm Sage-tea : Tief.

º

º

- 236. Or.
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236. Or, put in wild Mint bruiſed, with the Juice,

changing it often.

62. Deafneſs with Head-ach and Bāz

*ing in the Head.

37. Peel a Clove of Garlick; dip it in Horry, and

put it into your Ear at Night with a little black

Wool. Lie with that Ear uppermoſt. Put the

fame in the other Ear the next Night. Do this,

if need be, eight or ten Days. *

63. A&ttled Deafneſs.

238. Take a red Onion pick out the Core; fill up

the Piace with Cil of roaſted Almonds. Let is

ſtand a Night ; then bruiſe and ſtrain it. Drop

three or four Drops into the Ear, Morning and

Evening, and ſtop it with Black Wool. -

64. 70 cauſe an eaſy Delivery. º -

-

239. Peel, ſlice and fry a large white Onion in two

or three Spoonfuls of the beſt Oil, 'till it is tender.

Boil this with half a Glaſs of Water : Strain and

drink it in the Morning faſting, for two of three

Weeks before the Time of Child-birth. .

65. A Diabetes. }

240. Drink wine boiled with Ginger, as much and

as often as your Strength will bear. Let your

, Drink be Milk and Water. All Mijk Meats are

- good : :

. . . . 241. Or,
* * * *

- § A. piaka is a frequent and large Diſcharge of pale iºd weiß,

:* with conſtant Thirſt, and a Waſting of the whº

Body, - * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-
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241. Or, drink three or four Times a Day a Quar

|ter of a Pint of Alum Poſſet-drink, putting three

Drams of Allum to four Pints of Milk.--It ſeldom

fails to cure in eight or ten Đays. Dr. Mead.

242. Or, infuſe half an Qunce of Cantharides in a

Pound of Elixir of Pitriol. Give from 15 to 3o

or even 40 Dropsin Briſłal-Water, twice or thrice

a Day. *

66. The Dropſ. ||

243. Uſe the Cold Bath daily, afterpurging:

244. Or, drink nothing but Lemonade: i. e. Lemon

Sugar and Water :

245. Or, take as much as lies on a Six-pence of

powder'd Lawrel-leaves, every ſecond or third

Day. It works both Ways : -

246. Or, mix half an Qence of Amher with a Quart

of Wine Winegar. Heat a Brick (only not red.

hot) and put it into a Tub. Pour them upon

it, and hold the Parts ſwell'd over the Smoke,

eovering the Tub cloſe, to keep in the Smoke.

The Water will come out incredibly, and the

Patient be cured:

247. Or, cover the whole Belly with a large new

Sponge dipt in ſtrong Lime-water, and then

ſqueezed out. This bound on, often cures, even

without any ſenſible Evacuation of Water:

248. Or, apply green Dock-leaves to the Joints and

* Soles of the Feet, changing them once a Day : .

249. Or, abſtain from all Drink for thirty Days.

• ‘To eaſe your Thirſt hold often on your Tongue,

a thin ſmall Slice of toaſted Bread dipt in Bran

dy 5

Ereaſt, Bºy, or all over the Body. It is attended with a continual

Tisi, º, . The Part ſwelled pit-, if you preſs it with your Finges:

"tº Urine is pºle and little. -

-** .

A Drºpſy is, a preternatural Collegion of water, in the Fes?, -

– *– —.
. . .
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dy ; or, waſh the Mouth with Juice of Lemons:

Tried:

250. Tar-water drank twice a Day has cured many;

So has an Infuſion of juniper Berries roaſted, and

made into a Liquor like Coffee. .

251 Or, eat a Cruſ of Bread every Morning faſt

ing: Tried. -

252. Or drink Sea-Water, Morning and Evening;

253. Or, mix a Pound of the coarſeſt Sugar with

a Pint of Juice of Pellitory of the IPall bruiſed in

a Marble Mortar. Boil it as long as any Scum.

riſes. When cool, bottle and cork it. . If very

bad, take three Spoonfuls at Night, and two in

the Morning—It ſeldom fails: Tried. -

254. Or, take a Spoonful of the Juice of Arti

choke leaves, Morning and Evening :

255. Or, three Spoonfuls of the Juice of Leek; and

Elder-leaves : -

256. Or, half a Pint of Decoétion of Butchers a

Broom, intermixing Purges twice or thrice, a

Week. The proper Purge is ten Grains of falº

with ſix of powder'd Ginger. It may be encreas'd

or leſſen'd according to the Strength of the
Patient : - - ... . . . .

257. Or, take a Spoonful of whole Muffard-ſeed,

Night and Morning, and drink on it half a Pint

of Decoction of green Broom-tops. This works

both by Stool and Urine: * -

258. Or, boil two Handfuls of Eller-rest in a

Quart of Water. Strain it and drink a large

Glaſs thrice a Day for thirty Days. It frequently
cures in that Time.

67. The

… .

r
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259.

67. 7%e Ear-Ach. -

Rub the Earhard for a Quarter of an Hour :
- Tried.

26o

*.

. Or, be electrified: Tried.

261.

262.

263.

264.

Or, apply to it a hot Roll .

Or, put in a roaſted Fig, as hot as may be :

Or, blow the Smoak of Tºlac.o ſtrongly into it:

Or, drop in Juice of Goºſe Graft,

68. Ear-Ach from Cold.

265 Boil Rue, or Roſemary, or Garlick, and let the

Stream go into the Earthro' a Funnel.

69. Ear-Ach from Heat.

265, Apply Cloths four Times doubled and dipt in

told (Pater, changing them when warm, for half -

an Hour.

* - -

-
*

*

7o. Ear-Ahfrom ſforms.

257, Drop in warm Milk, and it brings them out :

268. Or, Juice of Iłormwood which kills them :

299.

270.

72. Hard /ſax in the Ea.

º 272, is beſt diſſolv’dby warm I?’ater. -

Or, Oil of bitter Almonds.

71. Noiſe in the Ears.

Prop in Juice of Onions :

2:1. Or, fill them with bruiſed Hiſp.

… .

73. Fº
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73. Eyes blear'd. -

273. Drop into them Juice of Crab Apples.

74. A Blood-ſhot Eye.

274. Apply Linen Rags dipt in cold Water for two
or three Hours : - -

275. Or, blow in white Sugar-candy finely powder'd:

276. Or, apply boil'd Hyſſip as a Poultis.--This

has a wonderful Efficacy.

75. A Bruiſe in the Eye.

277. Apply as a Plaiſter Conſerve of Roſs: . . .

278. Or a Paſte of black Soap and twº PreadCrumbs.

But take Care it get not into the Eye. . .

76. Burning Eyes, or Hot Rºum.

279. Apply a thick Apple-Paring, lying down in
Bed. - -

... "
* . . .

- -

77. Clouds flying before the Eyes.
º

- . . . . .

280. Take a Dram of powder'd Betony every Mc
IIlent. -

"t

78. Blindnſ.

281. Is often cured by cold Bathing : - . . . . . . . .

282. Or, by eleērifying : Tried... This has cur

cd even a Gutta Serena, . . . . . . .

. . . . 70. E.

* -
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79. Eyes dim or decay’d.

283. Uſe Eye-bright Tea daily:

284. Or powder'd Eye-bright, both in Meat and

Drink. -

So. Dull Sight.

285. Drop in two or three Drops of Juice of rotten

Aſples often.

*

81. Films.

286. Dry Zibethum Occidentale; i. e. Stercus hu

manum, ſlowly; powder it fine, and blow it into

the Eye twice or thrice a Day: -

287. Or, mix Juice of Ground-ivy with a little Ho

hey, and two or three Grains of Bay Salt. Drop

it in Morning and Evening.

82. Hot or ſharp Humours.

288. Beat the White of an Egg into Water, in

which mix fine Sugar, and drop it into the Eye:

289. Or, drop in Juice of Daiſies Morning and

Evening:

- 292. Or, boil a Handful of Bramble-leaves with a

little Allum in a Quart of Spring Water to a Pint.

Drop this frequently into the Eye. This like

wiſe ſpeedily cures any Sores. . . .”

291. Or, lay a thin Slice of raw Beef on the Nape
of the Neck: Tried. -

- 83. Eyes inflam'd. -

... . . .”

292, Apply as a Poultis, bail'd, roafted, or rottºn

Apples warm ; ,

- 287. Or,

{

º

}

||
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* - 293. Or, I/ormwood-tops with the Yºlk of an Egg:

: This will hardly fail. ---

! 294. Or, beat up the IWhite of an Egg with two

Spoonfuls of white Roſe Water into a white Froth.

º Apply this on a fine Rag, changing it ſo that it

may not grow dry, 'till the Eye is well: Tried.

84. A Lachrymal Fiſtula. ||

295. Apply a Poultis of fine Leaves of Rue :

296. Or, Waſh the Eye Morning and Evening

with Decoction of Quince-leaves :

297. Or, take a Dram of Betony-leaves powder'd

daily.

85. Pearl in the Eye.

298. Apply a Drop of Juice of Celandine with a

Feather thrice a Day: - . . . . .

299. Or, of three-leav'd Graft. It commonly cures

in ſeven Days.

86. IWhite Specks in the Fye. '

300. Going to Bed, put a little Ear-wax on the

Speck. This has cured many. . . . . .

301. Or, a Drop of the Juice of Fºnnel: . . . .

302. Or, of Ivy-juice: Afterwards blow in a little

powder'd Looſ-ſugar. . . . . . . .

87. An excellent Eye-Water.

303. Heat half an Ounce of Laſi, Cºnſºred.

hot, and quench it in half a Pint of Arençº while
- F s -, * • -

*
. # This Diſorder in the inner Corner ofthe Eye, cauſe as

t to flow involuntarily. ... : * *

** .
-

**
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Pºine, and as much white Roſe ſlater: Then

pound it ſmall and infuſe it. Shake the Bottle

when you uſe it. It cures Soreneſs, Weakneſs, s

and moſt Diſeaſes of the Eye. I have known it

cure total Blindneſs...

88. Another. “ -

304. Infuſe in Lime-water a Dram of Sal Armoniack

powder'd, for twelve Hours; then ſtrain and

keep it for Uſe. This alſo cures moſt Diſorders

in the Eyes.

* . 89. Another. -

305. Boil very lightly one Spoonful of white Cop

peras ſcrap’d, and three Spoonfuls of white Salt,

* in three Pints of Spring Water. When cold,

bottle it in large Vials without ſtraining. Take

up the Vial ſoftly, and put a Drop or two in the

Eye Morning and Evening. -

3. It anſwers the Intention of almoſt all the preceding

Medicines: It takes away Redneſs, or any Soreneſs

whatever: It cures Pearls, Rheums, and often

Blindneſ; itſelf. -.

306. An Eye Water which was uſed by Sir

Stephen Fox, when he was 60 Years of

Age, and could hardly ſee with the help of

Spettacles; but hereby in ſome Time recover'd

his Sight, and could ſee to read the ſmalleft

Print without Glaſ; or Spečacles, ’till above

Eighty. . . . . -

Take ſix Ounces of reëtify'd Spirits of Wine, diſ

ſolve in it one Drachm of Camphire; then add
- - - * ... • * , tWG :
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two Pugils of dry'd Elder Flºwers. In twenty

four Hours after it is infuſed, it is ready for Uſe.

Take out a little in a Tea-ſpoon; dip your

Finger in it, and Bathe your Forehead over

your Eyes, and each Temple with it ſeveral

Times, Morning, and Night, and twice more

in the Day conſtantly. Mean time dip a ſoft

Rag in dead ſmall Beer, new Milk warm, and

dabb each Eye a dozen Times gently, Morn

ing and Evening.

If it is a watry Humour, you may with your Fin

ger wet the Eyelids two ar three Times apiece;

but be ſure to ſhut your Eyes, or it makes them

ſmart and burn exceſſively. If you have the

Tooth-ach or ſwell’d Face rub it well in on the

Part, and it will take away the Pain. It will

cure any Bruiſe alſo if uſed immediately: Tried.

It will cure any Inflammation in the Eyes, by a

long courſe of uſing.

90. Weak Eyes.

307. Moiſten the Eyelids Morning and Evening

*: camphorated Spirits ºfWine, keeping the Eye.

ut. * . . . . . .

3 3. Waſh the Head daily with cold Water : Tfied. . . .

91. The Falling Sickneſs.”
. . . . * j,

309. Be eleårified. Tried. . . . .

3ro. Or, uſe the old Bath for a Month daily: tº

- 311. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Piony Rººt dried

and grated fine, Morning and Evening for three

Months: . . . . . .

—

: in the Falling Sickneſs the Patient is to the sº º

**.*# , ºr convulſed all over, utterly ſenſeleſs, gn.

Teeth, and foaming at the Mouth. * - - ---

*
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312. Or, take a Spoonful of the Juice of Rue,

Morning and Evening, for a Month:

313. Or, half a Pint of Deco&tion of Lignum

Guaiacum, Morning and Evening : I.

314. Or, of Tar-water for three Months:

315. Or, take four Drops of Laudanum faſting, for

ſix or ſeven Mornings. This has cured many.

316. Or, uſe an entire Milk Diet for three Months:

It ſeldom fails:

317. Or, take half a Dram of powder'd Miſſºlio

every ſix Hours, drinking after it a ſtrong In

fuſion of Miſèlto: I. ~

318. In the Fit, blow up the Noſe a little powder'd

, Ginger:

319. Or, Leaves of Aſarabacca powder'd.—3-This

- is the famous Major's Snuff.

- 9. The Fallisg of the Fundament.

320, Apply a Cloth covered thick with Brick Duff:

- 321. Or, boil a Handful of red Roſe Leaves in a

Quarter of a Pint of red Wine : Dip a Cloth in

tº it, and apply it as hot as can be borne. Dothis 'till all is uſed. •.

93.A Falling down of the Womb.

3.2, May be cured in the Manner laſt montioned.

* : * . . . .
- - -

94. A Fever.

: down in Bed; I never knew it do Hurt: .

- - , , - - 324. Or

.323. Drink a Pint and Half of cold Water lying

s” –
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-- * -

** * * *

324. Or, a large Glaſs of Tar-water warm, every
Hour.

325. The beſt of all Juleps in a Fever, is this :

Toaſt a large thin Slice of Bread, without Burn

ing; put it hot into a Pint of cold Water; then

ſet it on the Fire 'till it is pretty hot. In a dry

Heat it may be given cold ; in a moiſt Heat

warm ; the more largely the better: Tried.

326. Put an Ounce of Rice in a Pint of Water.

Set it near the Fire, ’till it is ſcalding hot. Then

pour it off clear. -

327. Or, for a Change, uſe Pippin or Wºod-ſºrrel

Tea: Or, Pippin Poſit Drink: Or, Iſood ſorrel

Poſit Drink:

328. Or, Decoètion of Violet-leaves : . . .

329. Or, of Strawberry-leaves : .

330. To prevent catching any inſe&tious Fever, dº

not breathe near the Face of the ſick Perſon, nei

ther ſwallow your Spittle while in the Rocº,

Inſe&tion ſeizes the Stomach firſt. *

-

. . . . .

95. A Birming Fever,

. . . . . . . . . . .-->

331. Stamp a Handful of Leaves of Caprifºlium;

put fair Water to it, and uſe it cold as a Cly

fter. It commonly cures in an Hour:. . . .

332. Or, ſmear the Wriſts; five or fix Inches long.

with warm Treasle, and cover it with-brown:

Paper. -

F .
- 66. A.3
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96. A Continual Fever.

333. If not very violent, take a Dram of Sal Pru- -

***, every four Hours, in warm Water, 'till it

abates. - •. -

97. A Heffick Fever.

334. Drink only thin Water-gruel, or boil'd Milk |

and Water. The more you drink the better. !

98. A High Fever.

335, Attended with a Delirium and a Vigilia, has | -

been cured by plunging into cold Water; which

, is a ſafe and ſure Remedy in the Beginning of any

*

Fever, -

336. Such a Delirium is often cured by applying sº

warm Lamb's-lungs to the Head. * *

99. An Intermiting Fever.

ſ337. Drink warm Lemonade in the Beginning of .

every Fit: It cures in a few Days: Tried.

- - 338. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Oil of Sulphur in .

y

a Cup of Bahn Tea, once or twice a Day. ;

too. 4 Fiver with Pains in the Limbs.

. *

-

-

-

-

- -

º,

. -

-

.

lake twenty Drops of Spirit of Hartſhorn in ". .

of Water twice or thrice in twenty-four

is: º - º *

. - - w - - ‘. . . . . . . . .

in ſtrong Camomile Tch, lying down in

101, 4

- - - - -

-

º

-

-

. . . .
- ** :

--- - - - *—-
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to 1. A Raſh Fever.

º 341. Drink every Hour a Spoonful of Juice of

i Ground-Ivy. It cures in twenty-four Hours.

Uſe théLecoction, when you have not the Juice.

102. A Slow Fever.

*
*"

342. Uſe the cold Bath for two or three weeks,

daily.

103. A Fiftala.. -

343. Grind an Ounce of Mercury Sullimate, in a

- Glaſs Mortar, with a Glaſs Peſtle, as fine as

poſſible. Put it into a Glaſs Bottle, and pogron

it twoGuarts of pure SpringWater. Cork it cloſe,

and for ſix Days ſhake it well every Hour. Then

clear; filter it in aClaſsFunnel ; and keep it tor

Uſe cloſe ſtopt. Put a Spoonful of this Water

in a Vial, and add two Spoonfuls of pure Spring

Water : Shake them well together, and drink it

faſting. It works both by Vomit and by Stool,

but very ſafely. Keep yourſelf very warn; and

.

ther eat nor drink 'till twoHours after it has done

working. Take this every other Day. In forty

or King's Evil, broken or unbroken. After the

firſt or ſecond Vomit you may uſe Water-gruel,

as in other Vomits.-iº/ery weak Perſºns ſhould

sº nºt uſe this, . . . . . . .---
-

. . . . .

s — " . .

let it ſettle for twenty-four Hours. Pour it off -

walk as much as you can. The firſt Time ppi

Days this will alſo cure any Cancer any Old Sºſe
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IoA. Flegm, |

344. To prevent or cure, take a Spoonful of

warm //ater the firſt thing in the Morning.

105. Flooding (in lying in.)

345. Cover the Body with Cloths, dipt in Oxycrate

(i. e. Vinegar andWater) changing them as they

grow warm. Drink cooling, acid Liquors.

1 off. A Flux; - * ~ * *

346. Uſe the cold Bath daily, and drink a Draught

of Water from the Spring : -

347. Or, fit over Camomile-Flowers boil'd in Milk:

348. Or, receive the Smoke of Turpentine caſt on

burning Coals. This cures alſo the Bloody-Flux,

and the Falling of the Fundament:

349. Or, drink two or three Quarts of warm //a-
ter: . . . -

35o. Or, put a large brown.Toaſt into threequarts

of Water, with a Dram of Cochineal and apram

of Salt of Wormwood. , Drink. It all in as ſhort

Time as you conveniently can. This rarely

fails to cure all Fluxes, Cholera Marbus, yea, and

- Iºamations of the Bowels: Tried. i

351. Or, take a Spoonful of Plantane-ſeed bruiſed

Morning and Evening, 'till it ſtops:

352. Or, the Leaves of it boiled in ſmall Broth :

353. Or, three or four Ounces of its fuice : *

* -354. Qr, a ſmail Nutmeg powder'd in the Yºk of

Or, Bram of theseed of Fix-weed iº. tºo .

three Spoonfuls of Broth : I. - . . . . .

s 3:... •
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356. Or, ten Grains of Ipecacuanha three Mornings

ſucceſſively. It is likewiſe excellent as aSudorific.

357. Or, boil the Fat of a Breaſt of Mutton in a

Quart of Water for an Hour. Drink the Broth

as ſoon as you can conveniently. This will cure

the moſt inveterate Flux: Tried.

107. A Bloody Flax.

358, Apply a Suppoſitory of Linnen dipt in Aua

Wita .

-

taking nothing elſe 'till the Flux ſtops :

360. Or, take a large Apple, and at the Top pick

out all the Core, and fill up the Place with a

Piece of Honey-comb; the Honey being ſtrained

out) roaſt the Apple in Embers, and eat it, and

this will ſtop the Flux immediately : .

359. Or, drink cold Water as largely as poſſible,

win, at Night, twice or thrice a Week: It is

juſt as good as Rhubarb in moſt Caſes:

362. Or, Deco&tion of Primroſe-leaves Morning

and Evening: Or, of Millet-ſeed:

363. Or, grated Rhubarb, as much as lies 3h a

Shilling, with half as much of grated Nutmeg, in

a Glaſs of white Wine, lying down, every other

Night: Tried. . . . . . . . .

108. The Gout in the Stomach.

361. Or, thirty Grains of powder'd Root of Gład

364. “Diſſolve two Drams of Venice Treachin a

Glaſs of Mountain. After drinking it, go to Bed.

You will be eaſier in two Hours, and well in

ſixteen.” Dr. Dover.

365. Or, take two Spoonfuls of Juice of Porm

wººd. -
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366. Or, boil a Pugil of Tanſy in a Quarter of a
Pint of Mountain. Drink it in Bed. I believe

this never fails : Tried. --

367. To prevent its Return, diſſolve half anounce

of Gum Guaiacum, in two Ounces of Sal Volatile.

Take a Tea-ſpoonful of this every Morning, in

a Glaſs of Spring Water.

#3. This helps any ſharp Pain in the Stomach.

- Dr. Boerhaave.

º io9. The Gout in the Foot or Hand.

368, Apply a raw lean Beef/lake. Change it once

in twelve Hours, ’till cured.

Io. The Gout in any Limb.]]

3% Rub the Part with warm Treacle, an then

- bind on a Flannel ſmear'd therewith. Repeat

this, if Need be, once in twelve Hours. This

- “ has cured an inveterate Gout: -

370. Or, dry Sage in the Sun for a Day. , Apply

. . . . this, and in one Night it will eaſe the Pain.

37.9%. Six in the Evening, undreſs, and

. . " wrap yourſelf up in Blankets.—Then put your

Legs up to the Knees in Water, as hot as you

- can bear it. As it cools, let hot Water be pour

edin, ſo as to keep you in a ſtrong Sweat 'till |

Ten. Then go into a Bed well warm'd and

ſweat’till Morning—I have known this cure an
*

inve

tem who ſay, The Goutought not to be cured. They

now it cannot by their regular Preſcriptions. Busº º

cured in many caſes, without any ill Effect follow.
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inveterate Gout, in a Perſon above Sixty, whe

lived eleveh Years after.—The very Matter of

the Gout isſurely deſtroyed by a ſteady Uſe of

... Myrſicht's Elixir of Vitriol. -

1 1 1. The Gravel.

372. Eat largely of Spinach :

373. Or, drink, largely of warm Water ſweetned

with Honey: -

374. Or, of Peach-leave Tea :

37#9, of Pellitory of the Wall Tea, ſo ſweet.

ned : - - -

376. Or, infuſe an Ounce of wild Parſley Seeds in

a Pint of white Wine for twelve Days. Drink

a Glaſs of it faſting three Months. To pre

vent it’s return, breakfaſt for thrée Months on

Agrimony Tea. It entirely cured me, twelve

Years ago, nor have I had the leaſt Symptoms of
it fince,

1 12. The Green Sickneſs.

377. Take an Ounce of Quick-ſilver every
-

* ,

ing:—As Art. 41. . . . .

378. Or, a Cup of Decoètion of Lignum-Guaiach

Morning and Evening. . .

379. Or, grind together into a fine Powder three

Ounces of the fineſt Steel-filings, and two Quices

of red Sugar Candy. Take from a Scruple to,

half a Dram every Morning. I. . . . . . .

ornº

-

1 13. To kill Animalcula that caſſºv

Gums to waſte away from the Teeth.

380, Garglethrice a Day with Salt and Water.

114. The



* 114. The Head-ach.

381. Rub the Head for a Quarter of an Hout:
Tried. -

382. Or, be clárified: Tried.

383. Or, apply to each Temple the thin yellow

• Rind of a Lemon, newly pared off: -

384. Or, pour into the Palm of the Hand a little

Brandy, with ſome Ziſt of Lemon, and hold it to

the Forehead: -

385. -Or, if you have catched Cold, boil a Hand

. . ful ºf Rºſemary in a Quart of Water. Put this in

a Mug, and hold yourHead (cover'd with a Nap

kin) over the Steam, as hot as you can bear.

Repeat this 'till the Pain ceaſes: Tried. -

386. Or, drop Juice of Pimpernellinto the Ear . . .

... [avender : -

388. Or, Juice of Ground-Ivy:

389. Or, a little Juice of Horſ-Radiſh:

06. Or, drink half a Pint of ſtrong Decoction of

Grºund-lvy, Morning and Evening. -

5. A Chromice/ Head-Ach.

º 391.Keep your Feet in warm Water, a Quarter of

Tian Hour before you go to Bed ; for two or three

Weeks: Tried. -*-

332, Cr, wear tender Hemlock-leaves, under the

* Feet, changing them daily:

* ...,
* ... e.

pour'd on your Head, every Morning in a ſlender

Stream : " ' - - - -

*** *

387. Or, ſnuff up the Noſe camphorated Spirits of

393. “Or, order a Tea-kettle of coldſ/ater to be

-

* * - wear. |

s
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395. Or, apply to the Head bruiſed Cummin-ſeed

fried with an Egg:

396. Or take a large Tea-cup full of Carduus

Tea without Sugar faſting for fix or ſeven

Mornings: Tried. -

397. Or, boil Wood-betony in new Milk, and ſtrain

it. Breakfaſt on this for five or fix weeks. I.

i 16, Head-ach from Heat.

398. Apply to the Forehead Cloths dipt in cold Wa
. ter for an Hour: Tried.

399. Or, beat white Poppy-ſeed to Powder; mix

this with Yolks of Eggs, and apply it to the

Temples and Forehead. :

117. A Nervous Head-ach.

400. Dry and powder an Ounce of Majoram and

half an Ounce of Aſarabacca ; mix them, and

take them as Snuff, keeping the Ears and Throat

warm. This is of great Uſe even in a Cancer:

, 401. Or, take half a Diam of powder'd Marum
Morning and Evening in any Liquid. ºr -

118. An Hemicrºmia. § 3.

. . . . . .

402. Uſe cold Bathing :

403. Or, apply to that Part of the Head ſhaved, “a
* Plaiſter that will ſtick, with a Hole cut in the

Middle of it, as big as an Halfpenny: Place

- G ! Qwer

—i.

- t that is, an Head-ach which affects bui one side of

: the Head. .." ºf ,- -
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6ver that Hole Leaves of Ramunculas, bruiſed and

very moiſt. It is a gentle Bliſter.

119. Stoppage in the Head.

404, Snuff up Juice of Primroſe, keeping the Head
Warnſle

; : 120. The Heart-Burning.”

Aos. Drink a Pint of cold Water : Tried. --

406. Or, drink ſlowly of Decoction of Camomile

Flowers:

407. Or, chew five or ſix Pepper Corns a little; then

ſwallow them : - - -

408. Or, take ſix Almonds and twelve raw Pear,
and eat them together: -

* 409. Sometimes a Womit is needful, of Ipecacuanha,

of Carduus Tea. •

121. The Hiccup. -

410. Swallow a Mouthful of water, ſtopping the

Mouth and Ears: Tried.

411. Or, take any Thing that makesyou ſneeze :

412: Or a little candied Ginger : . -

413. Or, two or three preſerv'd Damſons :

414, 9r, three Piº of Oil of Cinnamon on a

Lump of Sugar. Tried.
-

º 121. Hoarſeneſs.

3.15. Rub the Soles of thefeet before thefire, with

Garlick and Lord well beaten together, over

Night. The Hoarſeneſs will be gone next Day:

-
- 416. Or,

* *

– ----------
-

a tº

H * *

*A that gawang Pain at the Orifice of the stomach,

-

* :- -

. . .

* ,
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416. Or, take a Pint of cold Water lying down :

417. Or, inſtead of Supper, eat an Apple and drink

half a Pint of Water : -

418. Or, ſwallow flowly the Juice of Radiſhes : ...

419. Or, take a Spoonful of Sage-juice Morning

and Evening,

420. Or, a Tea-ſpoonful of Conſerve of Roſe; every

Night: Tried, . . . * * :

421. Or, Fifteen Drops of Balſam of Sulphur on a

. Lump of Sugar.

123. Hypochondriac and Hyſleric

- - Liſorders. . . . . . . . .

422. Uſe au Balling: . . . . . . .
423. Or, take an Ounce of £uickſilver everyMorn

ing. - -

-º- ºr . . . . . .

124. 7he jaundice.

424. Wear Leaves of Calanding upon and underthe
Feet : - *** . . . .

425. Or, take a ſmallPillof CaſileSoap every Morn-º

-ing for eight or ten Days: Tried. . . . …

426. Or, as much as lies on a Shillingof eakin'd

Egg-ſhells, three Mornings faſting ; and walk

'till you ſweat: . . .

247. Or, half a Pint of ſtrong Deco&tion of Neities:

428. Or, boil a large Burdock-root in two: Quarts

of Water to three Pints. Let is ſoak therein for "

twenty four Hours cover'd cloſe. Drink a

Draught of this three or four Times, and it will

not fail. -
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!

125. The jaundice in Children,

429. Take half an Ounce of fine Rhubarb, pow

der'd. Mix with it throughly, by long beating,

two Handfuls of good well cleanſed Currants. f

this give a Tea-ſpoonful every Morning.

126. The Iliac Paſon. *

430. Apply warm Flannel, ſoakedin Spiritsoſtºne:

*

—Dr. Sydenham.

432. Or, immerge up to the Breaſt in a warm
Bath : -

433. Or, take a Deco&tion of the Seed of Dill in

431. Qr, hold a live Puppy conſtantly on the Belly.

-Qil and Water, and then a Bit of Bread dipt in
Water :

434. Or, Ounce by Ounce, a Pound or a Pound

and a half of Quickſilver.

127. An Impoſure.

435. Put the White of two Leeks in a wet Cloth,

and ſo roaſt them in Aſhes, but not too much.

. Stamp them in a Mortar with a little Hogs greaſe.

Spread it thick Plaiſter-wiſe, and apply, chang

ing it every Hour, 'till all the Matter be come

out, which it will be in three Times. I.

- 128. Pain

* In this violent Kind of Chºlic the Excrements are thrown up by

the Moud, in vomiting. . . . . *

* ,
* -

s---
- . . . . . . . .
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128. Pain in the joints.

436. DrinkDecočtion of Herb Robert, and apply it

as a Poultis.

119. The Itch.*

437. Waſh the Parts affected with ſtrong Rum :

Tried. .

438. Or, with ſtrong Deco&tion of Bock-root for

nine or ten Days: . . . . -

439. Or, of Hºſp, four or five Days: -

44o. Or, anoint them with black Soap: • *

441. Or, ſteep a Shirt half an Hour in a Quart of

Water mixt with half an Ounce of powder'd

Brimſtone. Dry it ſlowly, and wear it five or . .

: fix Days. Sometimes it needs repeating: Triede

442. Or, mix Powder of white Hellbore with Cream

for three Days. Anoint the Joints three Morn

ings and Evenings.--It ſeldom fails:

443. Or, mix a little fine Ray Salt, and as much

Flour of Brimſtone, with a little ſweet Oil. Rub it

well in the Palms of the Hands, and dry it in.--

* It commonly cures in three Days. . . .

444. Or, beat together the Juice of two or three

Lemons, with the ſame Qgantity of Oil of Rºſes.

Anoint the Parts affected. It cures in two or

... three Times uſing :
• * G 3. .445. Or,

…sº

* ThisDiſłemper, is nothing but a Kind of very ſmall Lice which

burrow under the Skin. Therefore inward Medicines are abſolutely

needleſ, isit poſſible any Phyſician ſhould be ignorant of this *

- *

º
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445. Or, mix an Ounce of Ginger finely powder'd

with a Quarter of a Pound of freſh Butter. Uſe

it Morning and Evening—It cures in four or .

five Days.
... *

- ** if:

130. The King's Evil.” . .

446. Take as much Cream of Tartar £ies ea a

Sixpence, every morning and Evening :

447. Or, drink for ſix Weeks half a Pint of a

ſtrong Decočtion of Devil-bit: Tried.

448. Or, of Ground Ivy : - - *

449. Or, of dead Nettles:

450. Or, of Colts-foot: Mean-time, apply the Herº

beaten up with powder'd Linſeed and Hogt-lardº

to the Sores. Renewing it twice a Day : - -

451. Or, uſe Lime-water for common Drink: . .

452. Or, the Diet-drink mentioned Art. 560.-

. . I have known this cure one whoſe Breaſt was as

full of Holes as an Honey-comb: -

*&. ſet a Quart of Honey by the Fire to melt.

When it is cold, ſtrew into it a Pound and a half

of Quick-lime beat very fine, and fearſed through

a Hair Sieve. Stir this about till it boil up of

itſelf into a hard Lump. Beat this when cold

very fine, and fearſe it, as before. Take of this

as much as lies on a Shilling in a Glaſs of Wa

ter every Morning faſting ; an Hour before
* , -

-

. . . .

• It commonly appears firſt, by the Thickneſs of the Lips; then

come hard Sweelhags, in the Neck chiefly; then running Sorcs. . .
* *

-

-

-

- - - -------t

Breakfaſt, . . .

º
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Breakfaſt, at four in the Afternoon, and at going"

to Bed.

454. Or, take two Spoonfuls ofthe Juice of Wa

ter Parſnips, with two Spoonfuls of Milk, every

Morning faſting, for the ſix Summer Months.

Two Hours after, breakfaſt on Water-gruel with

a little Bread. -

tº This cures the Scurvy in three Months. - -

13 1. Stoppage in the Kidneys.

455. Take twelve Grains of Salt of Amber in a lit

tle Water. *

, 132. The Legs inflam'd.

4.56. Apply Fullers Earth ſpread on brown Paper: -

it ſeldoms fails.

457. Or, boiled Turnips mixt with Mution ſuet:

458. Or, rub them with warm Juice of Plantane.

133. Legs ſºre and rumming.

59. Waſh them in Brandy and apply Elder lºvº, - -

changing them twice a Day. This will dry up

all the Sores, though the Leg were like an Ho

ney-comb: Tried. . . .

460. Or, Poulis them with Rotten Apples: Tried.

134. The Leproſy. * -

. . . 461. Uſe the coh Bath: -
A

462. Or,

... ." In this Diſeaſe the Skin in many Parts is covered with rough,

whitiſh, ſcaly Puſtules, and if theſe are rubb'd off, with a Kind oil

ſcaly Scurf. 2.

i`.



462. Or, waſh in the Sea often and long : - ".

£63. Or, waſh the Parts with Juice ofcahmints

464. Or, mix well an Ounce of Pomatum, a Dram”

of powder'd Brimſtone, and half an Ounce of Sal *

Prunelle; and anoint the Parts ſo long as there -
is Need : -

465. Or, add a Pint of Juice of Houſeleek, and half

a Pint of Verjuice, to a Pint and a Half of Poſſet

drink. Drink up this in twenty-four Hours.- .

It cures alſo the Quinſy, and all Sorts of white

Swellings on the Joints: * * *

466. Or, drink half a Pint of Cellery-whey, Morn

ing and Evening. This has cured in a moſt

deſperate Caſe: -

467. Or, drink for a Month a Decodion of Elm

Bark, Morning and Evening.

135. The Lethargy.

468. Snuff ſtrong Vinegar up the Noſe.

469. Or, Powder of white Hellebore:

78. Or, take half a Pint of Decočtion of Savoury,

Morning and Evening:
-

47 1. Or, of Infuſion of JWater-Creſſes.

336, Lice (to kill.)

*---- -

472. Sprinkle Spaniſh Snuff over the Head:… . . .

4;3. Or, waſh it with a Decodion of Aſ;araºh.

13. fºr

*- : * : - - - - -
- - -

- - - -

I
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*

137. For one ſeemingly kill'd with Light

ming, a Damp, or Suffocated.

474. Plunge him immediately into cold Water:

475. Or, blow ſtrongly with Bellows down his

Throat. This may recover a Perſon ſeemingly

drowned. -

138. Lues Wenerea

476. Take anounce ofQuickſilver every Morning,

and a Spoonful of AquaSulphurata in a Glaſs of

Water at Five in the Afternoon. I have known

a Perſon cured by this, when ſuppoſed to be at

the Point of Death, who had been infected by a

foul Nurſe, before he was a Year old.-I inſert

this for the Sake ofſuch innocent Sufferers, *

139. Lunacy. . . . .

477. GiveLeco&tion of Agrimony fourTimes apays: -

478. Or, rub the Head ſeveral Times a Day with

Minegar, in which Ground-ivy-leaves have beći

infuſed : -**

479. Or, boil Juice of Ground-ivy with ſweet Oil

and white Mºine into an Ointment. Shave the

Head, anoint it therewith, and chaſe it in warm,

every other Day for three Weeks. Bruiſe alſo

the Leaves and bind them on the Head, and give

three Spoonfuls of the Juice warm every Morn

.ing.—This generally cures Melancholy:

480. Or, Electrify. Tried. .

-
140. Raging
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140. Raging Maineſs *

481. Apply to the Head Cloaths dipt in oldhaur:

482. Or, ſet the Patient with his Head under a

greathºl, as long as his Strength will -

bear : Qr, pour water on his Head out of a

Tea-kettle : -

483. Or, let him eat nothing but Apples for a
Month : . -

484. Or, nothing but Bread and Milk: Tried:

141. The Bite of a mad Dog.

485. Apply Aſhes of Trefoil mixt with Hogs-lard.

This has cured one that was bit on the Noſe :

486. Or, plunge into cold Water daily for twenty

Days, and keep as long under it as poſſible.

This has outed, even after the Hydrophºbia was

--- begun. º --

487. Galen ſays, none...ever failed of a Cure who

took two Spoonfuls of Aſhes of Craw-Fiſh daily

for forty Days : .

*- 488. Or, apply Juice of Dracmatia mixt with Went

gar, outwardly, and drink of the ſame Morning

and Evening, five or ſix Days: . . . . "

489. Or, mix powder'd Liver-wort four Drams,

black. Pepper two Diams. Divide this into four

Parts, and take one in warm Milk for four Morn

- Ings.

* It is a ſure Rule, that all Madmen are Cowards, and may be:

eonquered by binding only, without beating.--Dr. Mead,

fifthis is really a Nervous Diſorder, what Wonder, if it ſhould be

cured by Cold Barbing *

- tº

º
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ings faſting. Dr. Mead affirms, he never knew
this fail.

490. Or, take two or three Spoonfuls of the Juice

of Ribwort, Morning and Evening, as ſoon as

poſſible after the Bite... Repeat this for two or

three Changes of the Moon. It has not been
known to fail. :

142. The Meaſles.”

º 491. Drink only thin Water-gruel, or Milk a Wat

er, the more the better; or, Taaff and ſ?ater.

492. If the Cough be very troubleſome, take fre

quently aspoonful of Barley-hºater ſweetened with

Oil offiveet Almonds newly drawn, mixt with Sy

rup of Maiden-hair." - . . . . . --- " '

493. After theMeaſles, for ſomeWeeks, take Circ

of catching Cold, uſe light Diet, and drink

Barley-water, inſtead of Malt-Drink. º

2- …” 143. Menſes Obſtrušed. . . . .

494. Be eleárified: Tried. ' . . . .

-

495. Or, take half a Pint of ſtrong Decodion of

Pennyroyal every Night at going to Bed: 4°.

496. Or, a Spoonful of Juice of Syrup of Brock

: lime, Morning and Evening: . . . . .

497, Or, a Tea-Spoonful of Columbine-ſeed; pow

der'd, thrice a Day: ‘. . . . .

498. Or, boilfive large Heads of Hemp in a Piñt.

of Water to half. Strain it, and drinking it going

- - ... º.º. * * * to

º

--

* This Diſtamper is always "preceded by a violent Cough, often

fourteen Days before the red spots come out, -

, -

* , a --
* . . . .

-

. . . . .

-

--

* * *
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tº Bed two or three Nights. It ſeldom fails. |
" Tried. - - .

.499. Or, take from eight to twelve Grains of Calo

mel, in a Pill, for two or three Nights, taking

Care not to catch Cold. It vomits and purges :
Tried. -

fbo. Or, pour twelve Ounces of reëtified Spirits of

Wine on four Ounces of Roots of Black Helleborº ||

and let it ſtand in a warm place twenty-four

Hours. Pourit off and take from thirty to forty

Drops in any Liquid faſting. It is good likewiſe

... in the Green Sickneſs, in all Hypochondrical

. Caſes, and in obſtinate Madneſs.

soi. Or, burn a little Sulphur of Antimony on a

... Chafing-Diſh of Coals, and receive the Smoke

by a Funnel. In a few Minutes it will take

Effect, -

tº Let any ofthſ, Medicines be uſed at the regular

Times as near as can be judged.

* .

144. Menſes Nimii,

º, ºoz. Drink nothing but cold Water, with a Spoon

ful of fine Four ſtirred in it. At that Time, drink

a Glaſs of the coldeſt Water you can get, and

apply a thick Cloth dipt in cold Water:

503. Or, put the Feet into cold Water. : -

304. Or, apply a Sponge dipt in Red Wine and

- Pingar: . - -

$65. Or, bleed in the Arm. Stop the Orifice often

with the Finger, and then let it bleed again : ,

566. Or, boil four or five Leaves of the Red Ho

c : Qak in a Pint of Milk, with a ſmall Quantity of

. . . . . . - - Sugar.
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* Sugar. Drink this in the Morning; if the Per

fon can afford it, ſhe may add a Tea ſpºon, ul of

Balm of Gilead.—This does not often fall : .

507. Or, after a ſmall Rhubarh Purge, boil the Peel

of ſeven Seville Oranges in three Pints of Spring

Water to a Qūart. Take ten Spoonfuls ſweet

'' ned with white Sugar, four Times a Day :

568. Or, uſe daily Decočtion, Syrup, or Powder

. of Horſe-tail, Nettles, or Plantane. -

. 509. Or, reduce to a fine Powder half an Ounce

of Aum, with a Quarter of an Ounce of Dragon's-

blood. In a violent Caſe, take a Quarter c. a

Dram every half Hour. It ſcarce ever fa.}s to

ftop the Flux, before half an Ounce is taken.

- This alſo ſurely cures the ſº hites.

145. To reſºlve Coagulated Milk,

510. Cover the Woman with a Table-cloth, and

hold a Pan of hot Water juſt under her Breaſt ;

then ſtroke it three or four Minutes. Do this

twice a Day 'till it is cured. - - - -

146, 7% increaſe Miſk. . . . .

511. Drink a Pint of Water, going to Bed:

5 12. Or, drink largely of Pottage made with Len
tils. * . . . • - - - * ** … º,

**

*

º

*

* -

‘. . ; 147. To make Milk agree

Stomatch. . . . .
+ + -

: 513. If it lie heavy, put a little Soft in it; if it º

- - • * , * -- *** * * * :* , - -

" - curdle, Sugar. For bilious Perſons, mix it with

: Water, * : * , . . . . .

- - - - - - ". H

* . .

* . -
* *
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tA8. Nervous Diſorders.

514. Are of two Kinds; 1. Thoſe which proceed

from the Nerves being compreſs'd by the Swel

ling of the muſcular Fleſh: Or, 2. When the

| Nerves themſelves are diſorder'd. In the former

Caſe, Temperance and Abſtemiouſneſs will ge

nerally cure : In the latter, when the Nerves

perform their Office too languidly, a GooD AIR

is the firſt requiſite. The Patient alſo ſhould riſe

early, and as ſoon as the Dew is off the Ground

walk: Let his Breakfaſt be Mother of Thyme Tea,

| gather'd in june, uſing half as much as we do of

common Tea. It ſhould be drunk with the

fineſt Sugar; and Cream may be added if he

pleaſe: Coffee muſt be avoided. When the

| Nerves are too ſenſible, let the Perſon breathe

| a proper Air. Let him eat Veal, Chickens, or

: Mutton. Vegetables ſhould be eat ſparingly;

the moſt innocent is the French Bean whilſt

young, and the beſt Root the Turnip. Wine

ſhould be avoided carefully : So ſhould all Sauces.

Sometimes he may breakfaſt upon a Quarter of

an Ounce of the Powder of Walerian-root infus’d

in hot Water, to which he may add Cream and

Sugar. Tea is not proper. When the Perſon

finds an uncommon Oppreſſion, let him take a

large Spoonful of the Tincture of Palerian-root.

* : *%-7he Tinflure ſhould be made thus. Cut to Pieces

. . . ſix Ounces of wild Valerian-root gather'd in June,"

and freſh dried. Bruiſe it by a few Strokes in a

... Mortar, that the Pieces may be ſplit, but it ſhould

ºf nºt be beat into a Powder: Put this into a Quart
. .” of ſtrong white Jºine: cork the Bottle and let it

- ºftond three Wecks, ſhaking it every Day; then preſs

* it out and filtre toe i inéjàe thro' Popº. -

. . . . . . . . § 14. Take
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515. Take alſo as much as will lie on a Shilling of

the Powder of Miſletoe, twice a Day, when the

Stomach is moſt empty, faſting two Hours after

it; then once a Day, and afterwards every other, .

- or every third Day, 'till there is no more Need

of Medicines. . -

º $3 Let this Plant be gather'd in May, and the Leaves

and Bark dried carefully in the free Air, without

Sun, 'till they are brittle, Let them then be re

duced to a fine Powder, andkept in that Form. .

- Dr. Hill,

516. But I am firmly perſuaded, there is no Re

medy in Nature, for Nervous Diſorders of every

Kind, comparable to the proper and conſtant

Uſe of the Electrical Machine. -

149. An old ſubborn Pain in the Back.

517. Steep Root of Water-Fern in Water, 'till the

Water become thick and clammy. Then rub

the Parts therewith Morning and Evening, "

150. The Paſſ. ||

º 518. Uſe the cold Bath, if you are under Fifty,

| rubbing and ſweating after it: . . . . ;

| 519. Or, ſhred white Onions, and bake them gently

* in an earthen Pot, 'till they are ſoft,Spread a thick

º Plaiſter of this, and apply it to the bettum’d

- Part, all over the Side, if need be: Tried. .

| ..' 520. Or, take Tar-water, Morning and Evening:

; : 521. Or, boil white and red Sage, a Handful of

each in a Quart of white Hine. Strain aid bot

tle it. Take a ſmall Glaſs Morning and ºvering.

| This helps all Nervous Diſorders : º, .

H 2 . . . . . 52:Qs

- || A Paſſy is the Loſs of Motion or Feeling, ºr ºß.

- particular Part of the Body, . º
• * -

-

-
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522. Or, apply to the Parts boil'd Sage-leaves hot

and drink Decoction of Sage Morning and

Evening:

523. Or, of Pater-dock, applying the boil'd Leaves.

151. Paſſy of the Hands. -

524. Waſh them often in Deco&tion of Sage as

hot as you can bear :

525. Or, boil a Handful of Elder-leaves, and two

or three Spoonfuls of Muffard ſeed in a Quart of

Water. Waſh often in this, as hot as may be.

152. Paſſ, of the ſouth.

526. After Purging well, chew Muſard ſeedoften :

527. Or, hold in your Mouth half an Ounce of

Spirit of Lavender , -

528. Or, gºrge with Juice of Wood ſage.

-- 153. Paſſ from working with JWhite

Lead or Perdigreaſe.
x * > . . .

- º sº. Uſe warm Baths and a Milk Diet.

154. The Palpitation or Beating of the

t - Heart.

530. Dinka Pint of oil Water:

* . .

532. Or, be electrified: Tried.
:

531. Or, apply outwardly a Rag dipt in Winegar:

533. Gr, take a Decoction of Mother-wort every

Night. . . . . . . . . ; - -.

- - - - - - -- 155. TÉe

,

* * * -
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155. The Piles (to prevent.)

534, Waſh the Parts often with cold Water.

156. The Piles (to cºre...)

535. Apply warm Treacle : -

536. Or, a Tobacco-leaf ſteep'd in Water twenty

four Hours: • . -

537. Or, a Poultis of boil’d Brock-line. It ſeldom

fails : . -

538. Or, a bruiſed Onion ſkin’d ; or roaſted in

Aſhes. It perfectly cures the dry Piles: - .

539. Or, Leek, fied in Butter:

540. Or, Parniſh. It perfectly cures both the blind

and bleeding Piles: Tried. -

157. The Iºward Pies.

541. Drink largely of Teach and Iſatºr : -

542. Or, drink a Spoºnful of Juice of Yarrow, or

of Leeks, three or four Mornings: Tried. . . .

543. Or, Take from one to two Drams of Flºwer

of Brinſione twice a Day in a Cup of Wacº,
Grue!. . . . . . . .

*.

158. 7he Plague (fo preventy -

544. Eat Marigºld Flººrs -

Oil and Winegar: # . . .

545. Or, a little of the tops of with Bread"

aad Butter, every Morning :

* * * *** *

ały, as a Sallad, wit
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546. Or, infuſe Rae, Sage, Mint, Roſemary, IWorm

zvocal, of each a Handful, in two Quarts of the

ſharpeſt Pinegar, over warm Embers for eight

Days. Then ſtrain it through a Flannel, and

add half an Ounce of Camphire, diſſolved in

three Ounces of reëtified Spirits of Iłine. With

this waſh the Loins, Face, and Mouth, and

ſnuff a little up the Noſe when you go abroad.

Smell to a Spunge dipt therein, when you ap

proach infected Perſons or Places.

159. The Plague (to cure.) -

547. Cold I?’ater alone, drank largely, has cured

it :

548. Or, an Ounce or two of the Juice of Mari

golds : - -

549. Or, take a Dram of Angelica powder'd every

fix Hours. It is a ſtrong Sweat:

550. Or, after bleeding fifty or fixty Qunces,

drink very largely of ſºater ſharpened with Spirit

of Witriol: -

551. Or, a Draught of Brine as ſoon as ſeized

ſweat in Bed; take no other Drink for ſome

Hours. -

352. Uſe Lemon-juice largely in every Thing.

160. The Pleurſ.” -

553. Apply to the Side Onions roaſted in the En

beiss mixt with Creams -

º' s - 554. Or,

º-ri —

. . . . .”

* A Plurift is a Fever attended with a violent Pain in6. Side,

and a Pulſe remarkably hard,
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554, Or, take out the Core of an Apple, fill it

with white Frankincenſe ; ſtop it cloſe with the

Piece you cut out, and roaſt it in Aſhes. Maſh

and eat it. I.

555. Or, a Glaſs of Tar-water, warm, every half

Hour: -

556. Or, of Deco&ion of Nettles ; and apply the

Herb hot, as a Poultis : Tried. -

557. Or a Plaiſter of Four of Briny?one and H hite

of an Egg : Tried. -- - -

161. To ome Poiſon'd.

558. Give one or two Drams of diffili'd Perdigreaſ.
It vomits in an Inſtant.

162. A Prick or Cat that fºſters.

559. Apply Tarfentine.

163. An eaſy Purge. ..

560. Drink a Pint of warmiſh I/ater faſting, walk

ing after it :

561.. Or, infuſe from half a Dram to two Drams

of Damaſk Rºſe-leaves dried, in half a Pint of

warm Water for twelve Hours :

561. Or, infuſe three Drams of Senna, and a Scº

ple of Salt of Tartar, in half a Pint of River Wa

ter for twelve Hours. Then ſtrº and take it in

the Morning. . . . . . . .

164. A ſtronger Parge,

563. Drink half a Pint of ſtrong Decodion of

. . . Lark-root :

*

. . . .
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564. Or, two Drams of the powder'd Root of:

AMonks Rhubarb, with a Scruple of Ginger,

165. The Quinſ. *

565. Apply a large White-bread Toaſt, half an

Inch thick, dipt in Brandy, to the Crown of the

Head 'till it dries :

566. Or, drinka Quart of cold Water lying down
in Bed :

567. Or, ſwallow ſlowly white Roſe-water, mixt'

- with Syrup of Mullberries : Tried.

568. Or, Juice or Jelly of black Currants, or De

cočtion of the Leaves or Bark. I.- See like

wiſe Art. 524.)

*- 166. The Rheumatiſm. #:

469. Uſe the cold Bath, with Rubbing and Sweat

ing:

570. Or rub in warm Treacle, and apply to the

Part a brown Paper ſmeared therewith : Change

it in tº clve Hours: Tried.

- 571, Or, drink very largely of warm Water in

Bed : --

- *572. Or, Tar-water Morning and Evening . . . r

57 3. Or, fleep fix or ſeven Cloves of Garlick in half

a Pint of white Wine. Drink it lying down. It

ſweats, and frequently cures at once;

• * , - 574. Or,

|

... “The £ginſ, is, A Fever attended with Difficulty of Swallowing, . . .

and often Breathi:g. -

... + Rheumatical Pains are generally moſt violent as ſoon as yog

& arc waſmin Bed,
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581. Rub them with Oil of Paper :

582. Or, with Juice of Houſe-leek :

574. Or, mix Flour of Brimſtone with Honey, equal

Quantities. Take three Tea ſpoonfuls at Night

two in the Morning ; and one afterwards Morn

ing and Evening, 'till cured. This ſucceeds

oftener than any Remedy I have found :

575. Or, take Morning and Evening, as much Lig

num Guaiacum powder'd, as lies on a Shilling:

576. Or, as much Flour of Sulphur, waſhing it

down with Decočtion of Lignum Guaiacum

577. Or, live on New Milk I/hey and white Bread

for fourteen Days. This has cured in a deſperate

Caſe. \ -

578. Or, pound the green Stalks of Engliſh Rhu

barb in May, with an equal Quantity of lump
Sugar. Take a Nutmeg of this three or four

times a Day.

167. To refore the Strength after a

Rheumatiſm.

579, Make a ſtrong Broth of Cow-heels, and waſh

the Parts with it warm twice a Day. It has re

ſtored one who was quite a Cripple, having”
Strength left either in his Leg, Thigh, or Loins.

168. The Rickets (to prevent or cºre...)

580. Waſh theChild everyMorning ircoldwater.

169. Ring Horms. .
. . . .
-

*:

583. Cr,
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583. Or waſh them with Deco&tion of Soap-wort

or Hungary-water camphorated.

170. Running at the Noſ.

584. Snuff up a Tea-ſpoonful of Spirit of Harts

horn.

171. A Rupture

585. Take Agrimony, Spleen-wort, Solomon's Seal,

Strawberry-roots, a Handful each ; pick and

waſh them well; ſtamp and bo l them two

Hours, in two Quarts of white Wine in a Vef

ſº cloſe ſtopt. Strain and drink a large Glaſs

of his every Morning, and an Hoër after drink

another. It commonly cures in a Fortnight. A

good Truſs mean Tine is of great Uſe.

172. A Freſh Rºber.

586. Take Dºcodion of Plantane-leaves, Morning

and Evening :

587. Or, dry a Spoonful of Plantane-ſººd by the

Fife; boil it in Milk, and take half a Pint every

Morning. -

. . .”
~

173. A Rapture in Children.

. 588. Boil a Spoonful of Egg-ſhell; dried in anoven,

and powder'd, in a Pint ofMilk to threeQuarters

of a Pint. Feed the Child conſtantly with Bread

boil'd in this Milk.

--- * -

ºr ' ...
- * ~ *

- - - -

. . . . . . .

; :

.

-
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174. A Windy Rupture.

589. Warm Cow-Dung well. Spread it thick on

Leather, ſtrewing ſome Cummin-ſeeds on it, and

apply it hot. When cold put on a new one. It

commonly cures a Child (keeping his Bed) in

two Days.

- 175. A Scald Head.

590. Anoint it with Barbadoes Tar.

176. The Sciatica. *

591. Is certainly cured by a Purge taken in a few

Hours after it begins : -

592. Or, uſe cold Bathing, and ſweat, together with

* the Fleſh-bruſh twice a Day. - -

593. Or, apply Leaves of Ranunculus bruiſed for

ſix Hours: -

594. “Many have been cured in four or fiveDays,

only by drinking half a Pint of cold Water daily,

in the Morning, and at four in the Afternooon.”

595. Or, apply pounded Roots of Burdock and of

Elecampane cold. This uſually cures, if kept on

twenty-four Hours; but it gives Pain : . . . .

596. Or, boil Nettles 'till ſoft, Foment, with the

f Liquor, then apply the Herb as a Poultis.-I.

have known this cure a Sciatica of forty-five

Years ſtanding: * - - - - -

597. Or,

"The Scala is a violent Pain in the Hip, chiefly in the Joint of

the Thigh Bone. -

*
- *

. . . .

* .
* - - - -
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597. Cr, boil Calamint ; apply this as a Poultis,

ſhifting it daily. Mean time drink a Decoction

of it Morning and Evening.

598. Or, apply Fiannels dipt in ſale Lie, boil'd

with Salt as hot as you can bear, for an Hour.

599. Or, a Mud made of powder'd Pitcoal and

Water. This alſo cures Palſies, Weakneſs of

the Limbs, moſt Diſorders of the Legs, and

Swellings and Stiffneſs of the Joints. It cured a

Swelling of the Elbow Joint, tho’ accompani

ed with a Fiſtula, ariſing from a Caries of the

Bone.

177. Inflammations or Swelling of the

‘. . . Scrotum.

600. Waſh it thrice a Day with ſtrong Decoction

of Agrimony. -

*

-

178, MScorbatick Atrophy. *

to, ... Uſe cold Bathing : Which alſo cures all

179. Scorbatick Pains.

. . . . . . .
-

º: 180. Scorbatick Sores. *

663. Put half a Pound of freſh ſhav'd Lignum

Guaiacum, and half an Ounce of Senna into an

Farthen Pot, that holds ſix Quarts. Add five

* QParts of ſoft Water, and lute the Pot cloſe.

... Sct this in a Kettle of cold Water, and put it

" . . . . . º - - -, - over- - -

* Such a Degree of Scury, as cauſes, he Fleſh to wasgº

like a Conſumption. - - ... . -
-

-

-

-

-

-

º

-

- .* º -
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over a Fire, ’till it has boiled three Hours. Let

it ſtand in the Kettle 'till cold. . When it has

ſtood one Night drink daily half a Pint, new

Milk-warm, faſting, and at Four in the After

noon. Waſh with a little of it. In three Months

all the Sores will be dried up. Tried.

181. The Scurvy. *

603. Live on Turnips for a Month: -

604. Or, an entire Milk Diet, for fix Months:

605. Or, take Tar-water Morning and Evening,

for three Months : - -

606. Or, Infuſion of Hºrſe-radiſh: º

607. Or, Decočtion of great Water-dock :

608. Or, three Spoonfuls of Nettle juice every

Morning: º * * * *

609: Or, infuſe dried Dock-roots in your common

Drink: - . . . "

610. Or, uſe Infuſion or Powder of tºall-ru

Morning and Evening.—See Art. 454.

611. Or, pound into a Pulp Sevil Oranges ſliced,

Rind and all, and Powder Sugar, equal Qian

tities. Take a Tea-ſpoonful three or four

Times a Day: Tried. . . . . . . . .

612. Or, boil Scurvy-graſs and Sorrel in Broth,

and feed upon it daily. - - . . . . .

613, Water and Garden Creſſes, Muſtard, and

Juice of Scurvy-graſs help in a cold Scurvy:

- I 614. When

ex

* The Scurvy is known by Heavineſs of Body, Wearineſs, Rot

tenneſ of Gums, and Yellow, Lead or Viclet-colour'd Spots on

the Legs.
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614. When there is a continual ſalt Taſte in the .

Mouth, take a Pint of Lime-water Morning and

Evening.

182. A Broken Shim.

615. Bind a dry Oak-leaf upon it.

183. The Shingles. *

616. Drink (See Art. 115.) Sea-water every Morn

ing for a Week; toward the Cloſe, bathe alſo.

184. Sickiſhme/3 in the Morning.

617. Eat nothing after Six in the Evening.

".

*

185. SinewArunkfrom a Cut.

618. Rub it every Morning with faſting Spittle. '

Tried.

186. Sin rubb'd off. .

619. Apply pounded All-heal—It ſeldom needs

- repeating. * *

- 187. Small Pox. .
: * * * * *

62o. Drink largely of Toaft and Water:

621. Or, let your whole Food be Milk and Water

a mixt, with a little white Bread: Tried.

s : . . 622. Or,
- * >

*

º

ſº a Kind of Ring-Worm, which incircles the Body, like a Belº -

of an Hand's Breadth. ºr

--- . . . . . . . . . .

- -
*

**,
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622. Or, Milk and Apples : -

623. Take Care to have a free, pure, and cool

Air. Therefore open the Caſement every Day,

only do not let it chill the Patient: - -

624. If they ſtrike in, and Convulſions follow,

drink a Pint of cold Water immediately. This -

inſtantly ſtops the Convulſions, and drives out

the Pock: Tried. -

188. A Sore Mouth. .

625. Apply the white of an Egg, beat up with

Loaf ſugar: , - •

626. Or, gargle with Juice of Cinquefoil;

627. Or, boil together a Pound of Treacle, three

Yolks of Eggs, an Ounce of Bole-Armaniac and,

a Nutmeg of Allum, a Quarter of an Hour. Ap

º this to the ſore Part, or to an aching Tooth.
ried. sº

* →

* * *

- 189. A Sore Throat. -

628. Take a Pint of cold Water lying down in Bel: º,

Tried:

629 Or, apply a Chin-ſtay of rooſled Figs :

630. Or, a Flannel ſprinkled with Spirits of Harts

horn to the Throat, rubbing Hungary-water on

the Top of the Head: Tried. - -

- -

631. Or, ſwallow gently Roſe-water, and Syrup

of Mulberries : Tried. .

632. Or, ſnuff a little Honey up the Noſe.

633. An old fore Throat was cured by living whol

ly on Apples and Apple-water. -

I 2 192. A
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190. A Spraim.

f 634. Hold thepart in very cold/Water for two Hours:
- Tried.

635. Or, apply Cloths dipt therein, four Times

doubled, for two Hours, changing them as they

- grow warm : - - - - -

636. Or, bathe it in good Crab-verjuice :

637. Or, ſtoop it with one Spoonful of Brandy,

... two of Winagar, and four of Water: . . . . .

638. Or, boil Bran in I/ine Wingar to a Poultis:

Apply this warm, and renew it once in twelve

Hours:

639. Or, boil eight Ounces of Caftile-ſºap and as

much Bay ſalt in four Quarts of Water. Put

the Part ſprained into this for half an Huor; or,

forment with it : -

640. Or, mix a little Tiepentine with Flour and the

Yolk of an Egg; and apply it as a Plaiſter. This

cures in a deſperate Caſe. - - -

641. I/eakneſ; remaining after a Sprain, is cured

by fomenting the Part daily with Beef Brine.

191. A venomous Sting.

642. Apply a little Pºnie Tirade :

643. Or, a Poultis of bruiſed Plantane and Honey :

644. Or, take inwardly, one Dram of black Cur

rant-leaves powder'd. It is an excellent Coun

terpoiſon. . -

- 192. The
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192. The Sting of a Bee.

645. Apply Honey.

I 93. The Sting of a Nettle.

646. Rub the Part with Juice of Nettle.

194. The Sting of a Haſ.

ſeek :

648. Or, of Water-crºſſes :

649. Or, of Rue :

650. Or, apply Venice Treacle.

647. Rub the Part with bruiſed Leaves of Houſe

195. The Sting of a Bee or /ſaſ in the

- Eye.

651. Apply Carduus bruiſed, with the White of an

Egg. Renew it if it grows dry. . . -

196. A Stitch in the Side.

652. Apply Treacle ſpread on a hot Toaſt : Tried.

197. Frequent or violent Stitches. :

753. Drink Desočtion of Nettles, and appy the

Herbs hot : Tried.

654. Or, boil two or three Sprigs of Penny-, oyal in

a Pint of Milk. Drink the Milk and apply a -

Poultis of the Herbs hot: - -

. - I 3 655. Or,
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655. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Iriſh Slute finely

powder'd, - -

198. Accidental Sickneſs, or Pain in the

- Stamuch. -

656. Vomit with a Quart or more ofwarm Water.

Do this twice or thrice, omitting a Day be
tWeen.

- 199. Pain in the Stomach from bad Di

- geſtion.

657. Take faſting, or in the Fit, half a Pint of

Camomile Tea. Do this five or fix Mornings:

658. Or, drink the Juice of half a large Lemon im

mediately after Dinner every Day —Dr. Mead.

- *}; Or, from twenty or forty Drops of Elixir of

Pitriolin Sage Tea, twice or thrice a Day : .

669, Or, in the Fit, a Glaſs full of Pinegar.

- 200. Cholerick, *-Hot Pains in the Sto

. . . ºw.tch.
*

-

º -

-

661. Take half a Pint of the Decoãion of Ground

- Ivy, with a Tea-ſpocnful of the Powder of it,

five or ſix Moinings, 1.

201. Gºlºſs of the Stomach.

662. Take a Sºccaſºl of the Syrup of the Juice of

Carduis Bºrdºs, faſting, for three or four

McInings. . . . - ~

', - 2c2. Pain

- -

* . .
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zo. Pain in the stomach, with Cºld

meſsand //;md.

663. Swallow five or fix Corns, of white Pepper,

for fix or ſeven Mornings. Tried.

203. The Stone (to prevent J

664. Eat a Cruſt of dy Brad every Morning :
Tried. * . ... • - -

665. Or, drink a Pint of warm (Pater daily juſt

before 1)inner. After diſcharging one Stone,

this will prevent the generating of another, -

666. Stoop down, and raiſe yourſelf up again. If

you feel Pain, as if cut through the Middle, the

Pain is not from the Stone, but Rheumatiſm. .

667. Beware of Coſtiveneſs. Uſe no violent Di

uretics. Mead is a proper Drink. . . . . . .

668. In the Fit, ſlice a large Onion ; pour half a

Pint of warm Water upon it. After it has ſtood,

twelve Hours, drink the Water. Do this every

Morning 'till you are well. - - - --

** -

204. In a Raging Fit.

669. Beat Onions into a Pulp, and apphy them as

a Poultis, Part to the Back, and Part to each

Groin. It gives ſpec dy Eaſe in the moſt racking.

Pain : Tried. . . . . . . . . . .

670. Or, apply heated Patſy . . . . .

671. Or, give a Clyfter with Oil of Titºpºntine. . .

205. The

º
-

* *

- “.
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205. 7he Stone (to eaſe or cure).

672, Take Deco&tion of Agrimony Morning and

Evening : -

673. Or, of Camomile :

674. Or, boil half a Pound of Parſhips in a Quart

of Water. Drink a Glaſs of this Morning and

Evening, and uſe no other Drink. all the Day.

It uſually cures in fix Weeks :

675. Or, take daily four Pints of Lime-water,

made by pouring four Quarts of Water on a

Pound of freſh calcined Oyler-ſells and Cockle

/hell: ;

676. “Or, take Morning and Evening, a Tea

Spoonful of Onions calcined into white Aſhes, in

white Wine. An Ounce will often diſſolve the

Stone.” -

678. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of Violet-ſeed pow

deed, Morning and Evening. It both waſtes

the Stone, and brings it away :

679, Or, burn the dried Shells of Kidney Beans to

:Powder. Put two Tea-ſpoonfuls of this into a

half Pint Tea-pot. - Pour boilingWater on it at

Night. In the Morning pour it off clear, warm

it again, and drink it ſweetened with Honey. Do

this daily every other Fortnight 'till cured.

206. The Stone in the Kidneys.

686. Uſe the cold Bath: Or, drink half a Pint of

Water every Morning:

681. Or, Decočtion of Speedwell largely.

207. Stoppage
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207. Stoppage in the Kidneys.

682. Take Decodion or Juice or Syrup of Ground

Ivy, Morning and Evening :

683. Or, of Pellitory of the Hall:

684. Or, of Juice of Radiſhes:

685. Or, half a Pint of Tar-water. -

208. The Strangary. . .

686. Uſe the cold Bath:
-

687. Or, drink largely of Decodion of Turnips'

ſweetened with Honey : - -

688. Or, of warm Lemonade: Tried. - - -

689. Or, of Decoétion of Mallows : . . . . .

690, Or, of Decoétion of red Nettle-ſeed: -

691. Or, take a Tea-ſpoonful of calcin'dAstºl,

* Morning and Evening. . . . .

*.

209. Sanbarn, (ſmarting).

692, waſh the Face with Sage-Tra. -

a 10. A Surfeit.

693. Take a Nutmeg of the green Tops of Worm

, a ..,

211. 70 ſtºp proſºft Sweating. . . .

694. Drink largely of cold Water. - .

- . . .212. Swelled

, - .
* *

- -
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2 12. Swelled Glamds in the Neck.

695. Take Sea water every other Day.

213. Swelled Legs.

696. Bathe them every Morning in cold Water, and

take an eaſy Purge twice a Week: -

697. Or, take Wormwood, Southernwood, and Rue,

ſtamp them together, and fry them in Honey,

'till they grow dry: Then apply them as hot as

you can bear.

214. A Swelled 7hroat.

698. Gargle with Decočtion of Nettles:

699. Or, of Primroſe-leaves.

215. A white Swelling (on the joints ).

7oo. Hold the Part half an Hour every Morning,

, under the Stream that falls from a Mill ; or un

der a Pump or Cock-This cures alſo any Pains -

in the Joints. It ſeldom fails. Tried. -

701. Or, pour on it daily a Stream of warm Water :

702. Or, a Stream of cold Water one Day, and

warm the next, and ſo on by turns: .

703: Or, apply daily a Bladder filled with warm

lºater-Uſe theſe Remedies at the firſt, if poſ

ſible. It is likewiſe proper to intermix gentle

Purges, to prevent a Relapſe. -

704. Or, apply a Poultis of Wormwood fried with

Hogs Lard. f -

216. To diſſºlve white or hard Swellings.

705. Take white Roſes, Elder Flowers, Leaves of

Fºx-glove and of St. john's Wort, a Handful of

each: Mik with Hogs Lard, and make an Oint

its. . . . . 217. Tº
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217. Tofaffen ihe Teeth.

706. Chew often Roots of Brook-lime:

7°º Or, put powder'd Allum the Quantity of a

utmeg, in a Quart of Spring Water, for twenty

four Hours. Then ſtrain the Water and gargle

with it : -

708. Or, boil ſo much of Allum therein. Strain

and keep it for Uſe:

709. Or, gargle often with Phyllyrea-leaves boiled

with a little Allum, in Forge water. -

*

218. To clean the 7&eth. .

710. Rub them with Aſhes of burnt Bread.

219. To prevent the Tooth-ach.

711. Waſh the Mouth with cold Water every

Morning : Tried. -

712. Or, rub the Teeth often with Tabacco After. º

*

220. 70 cure the 700th-ach. . . .

713. Be electrified thro’ the Tooth: Tied. º:

714. Or, rub the Cheek a Quarter of an Hour:
** *

715. Or, put a Clove of Garlick into the Ear: .

Salt :

717. Or, a Piece of Plantane-root, fleſh diggº up, º
and waſhed:

- 718. Or,
-

* * *

716. Or, Parſly much bruiſed, with a little Bay

*

*

* * .

--> *
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718. Or, lay roaſted Parings of Turnips, as hot as

may be, behind the Ear: - -

719. Or, put a Leaf of Betony, bruiſed, up the

ofe: -

720. Or, lay bruiſed or boil'd Nettles to the Cheek;
Tried.

721. Or, a Bag filled with hot Camomile Flowers:

722. Or, lay a Clove of Garlick on the Tooth :

723. Or, hold a Slice of Apple ſlightly boiled be.

tween the Teeth : Tried. . -

724. Or, chew the Root of the yellow Water Flower

de Luce: I. -

725. Or, gargle with Decočtion of Mulberry

leaves:

726. Or, put into the hollow Tooth, a little Cot

ton, dipt in Lucatelli's Balſam :

727. Or, a Drop or two of Oil of Cloves on Cot
ton : - - - --

728. Or, diſſolve a Dram of crude Sal Armoniac in

two Drams of Lemon-juice : Wet Cotton herein

and apply:

- .729. Or, apply to the Cheek-Gum Tacamahac ſpread

* -

*.
-

on Silk: -

"30. Or, keep the Feet in warm Water, and rub

them well with Bran, juſt before Bed-time:

Tried.

* 731. Or, take an Ounce of Rob of Elder in Broth,

and gargle with it.

221. Pain in the Tºfticles.

732. Apply Pellitory of the Wall beaten up into a
Poultis, changing it Morning and Evening.

222. To



222. To drawout 7horns, Splinters and

- Bones. -

733. Apply Nettle Roots and Salt :

734. Or, Turpentine ſpread on Leather.

223. Thruſh.* .

735. Mix Juice of Celandine with Honey, to the

Thickneſs of Cream. Infuſe a little powder'd

Saffron. Let this ſimmer a-while and ſcum it.

Apply it (when needed) with a Feather. At

the ſame Time give eight or ten Grains of Rhu

-- barb. * *

224. Torpor (or Numbneſs) oftheLimbs.

736. Uſe the cold Bath, with rubbing and ſweat

ing. - - --

225. Twiſting of the Guts.

2.737. Many at the Point of Death have been cured

by taking one, two or three Pounds of &uick

ſilver inWater.—Pareus. - -

226. The 7'ympany or Windy Dropſy.

738. Uſe the cold Bath, with Purges intermix :

. . . . K . . . . . . .739. Or,

—F

**

** . .

* Little, whitiſh Uicers in the Mouth. * 1
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739. Or, inix the Juice of Leeks and of Elder:

Take two or three Spoonfuls of this Morning

and Evening.

227. A Weim or Sinew cut.

748. Apply the inner green Rind of Hazle freſh

ſcraped.
- -

228. The Pertigo or Swimming in the

Head.

741. Take a Womit or two :

742. Or uſe the cold Bath for a Month:

743. Or, drop Juice of Pimpernell into the Ear

Morning and Evening :

744. Or, in a May Morning about Sun-riſe,

• ſnuff up daily the Dew that is on Mallow

leaves :
-

- . Or, apply to the Top ofthe Head, ſhaven,

74; piºflour ofÉiº, and White of

* - Eggs: Tried.

746. Or, drink Morning and Evening half a Pint

of Decoction of Primroſe root : I.

747. º, of Sage, waſhing alſo the Head there

W1th . - - -

748. Or, take every Morning half a Dram of

Muffard-ſeed.
-

.* 229. Vigilia, Inability to Sleep, sº

749. Apply to the Forehead for two Hours, Cloths

four Times doubled and dipt in cold Water. I
-

- have

v.

-

t
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have known this applied to a lying-in Woman,

and her Life ſaved thereby :

750. Or uſe the cold Bath,--It cures even in deſ

perate Caſes :

751. Or apply to the Head Leaves of water Lillies :

752. Or, a Poultis of Henbane and Pºppy-ſerd,

beaten together:)

753. Or, uſe ſmall Doſes of Camphire. It is both

ſafer and ſurer than Opium: -

754. Aſa-factida likewiſe will in moſt Caſes have

as much effect as Opium.

230. Bite of a Viper ora Rattle-Snake.

755. Rub the Place immediately with common Oil.

9aere, Would not the ſame cure the Bite of a

mad Dog º Would it not be worth while, to

-make the Trial on a Dog 8 - -

23 1. To prevent the Bite ofa Viper. “

756. Rub the Hands with Juice of Radiſhes.

232. An Ulcer.

757. Dry and powder a Walnut-loſ, and firew it

on, and lay another J/alnut-leaf on that.' '

758. Or, boil Walnut-tree Leaves in Water with a

little Sugar. Apply a Cloth dipt in this, chang

- ing it once in two Days.
: - - w *

233. An inward Ulcer.

759, Drink Tar-water Morning and Evening :
- * : *- : , , . K 2 º, 759, Or,
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760. Or, Decoètion of Pimpernell.

234. Ulcer in the Bladder or Kidneys.

761. Take Deco&tion of Agrimony, thrice a Day :

7%.9, Deco&tion, Powder, or Syrup of Horſ:-

tail. -

235. A Fiftulots Ulcer.

763. Apply. Wood Betony bruiſed, changing it

daily :

764. Or, Leaves of Water Dock bruiſed.

236. A Bleeding Paricous Ulcer in the

Lºg. -

765, Was cured only by conſtantly cold Bathing.

237. A Maligant Ucer.

766. Foment Morning and Evening, with a De

cočtion of Mint. Then ſprinkle on it finely

powder'd Rue : -

7% Or, apply Juice of Pimpernell boiled with the

erb.

; 238. A Stubborn Ulcer.

768. Burn to Aſhes (but not too long) the groſ,

Stalks on which the red Coleworts grow. Make a

Plaiſter with this and freſh Batter, Change it

once a Day. - 60, O

709, Ur.
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769. Or, apply a Poultis of boil'd Parſhips. This

will cure even when the Bone is foul. . .
* -

770. Or, be electrified daily. Tried. -- i. º

239. An eaſy and ſºſe Pomit.

771. Boil half a Handful of Artichoke-leaves in a

Quart of Water. The more you drink of warm.

Water after it the better :

772. Or, a Dram and a half of Primroſ. Root pow

der'd : It is beſt if gather'd in Auguſt.

773. Or, infuſe three Drams of Radiſh-ſeed in a

Quart of warm Water for twelve Hours.

Squeeze off the Water, and take it.: . . -

774. Or, pour a Diſh of Tea on twenty Grains of

Ipecacuanha. You may ſweeten it, if you pleaſe.

º

When it has ſtood fºur or five Minutes, pour the

Tea of clear, and drink it.
*-

24o. 70 ſtop Womiting. -

775. If the Vorhiting be not the Effect of a Medi

cine; after every Vomiting drink a Pint of warm

Water :

776: Or, apply a large Onion ſlit, to the Pit of the -

Stomach : Tried. -

777. Or, take a Spoonful of Lemon juice and ſix

Grains of Salt of Wormwood : * . . .

78. Or, infuſe an Ounce of 3mic ſker in a large

Glaſs full of Water for twenty-four Hours,
Then drink the Water : I. - - -

K 3 241. Bloºdy
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241. Bloody Urine. -

779. Take a Quarter of a Pint ofSheeps Mić twice

a Day :

780. Or, half a Pint of Decoction of Agrimony.

781. Or, of Decoction of 1%rrow.

242. Urine by Drops with Heat and

Pain.

782. Drink nothing but Lemonade: Tried.

783. Or, beat up the Pulp of five or ſix roaſted -

Apples with near a Quart of Water. Take it at

lying down. It commonly cures before Morn

ing

243. Involuntary Urine.

784. Uſe the cold Bath.

785. Or, take aTea-ſpoonful of powder'd Agrimony -

in a little Water, Morning and Evening :

786. Or, a Quarter, of a Pint of Allum-Poſt drink

every Night.

244. Sharp Urine.

787. Take two Spoonfuls of freſh Juice of Ground

Ivy. • *

24s. Sºrſºn of Urine.

788. Drink largely cf warm Lemonade: Tied.

789. Or, take a Spoonful of juice of Lemons,

ſweeten’d with Syrup of Pºlºts : º

.* . . . . . . - 789. Or,

**--------
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790. Or, a Spoonful of Juice of Radiſhes :-

791. Or, two Spoonfuls of Juice of Onions.

246. * Uvula inflamed.

792. Gargle with a Decodion of beaten Hamp

feed:

793. Or, with a Decoétion of Dandeliºn.

247. Uvula relax’d.

794. Bruiſe the Veins of a Cabbage-leaf and lay

it hot on the Crown of the Head. Repeat, if

needed, in two Hours.—I never knew it fail.

795. Or, gargle with Decoction of IWater dock:

796. Or, with an Infuſion of Mºffard-ſeed.

248, JWarts. :

797. Rub them daily with a Radiſh :

798. Or, with Juice of Dandelion :

- 799. Or, of Marigold Flowers : . .

800. Or, Water in which Sal Armoniac is diſſolved."

-

249. Heakneſs in the Ankles.

801. Hold them in cold Water a Quarter of an Hour,

Morning and Evening.
º

250. The Whites.

802. Feed ſparingly. Uſe Exerciſe. conſtantly.

sleep moderately, but neverlying on your Back.

- , - . - ** - - - 803. Firſt -

—
-

- º

. This is uſually called the Palate of the Mouth,
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803. Firſt bleed. Then purge thrice with twenty

Grains of Rhubarb and five of Calomel:

804. Or, boil four or five Leaves of the white Holy

Oak, in a Pint of Milk with a little Sugar.

Then add a Tea ſpoonful of Balm of Gilead.

Drink this every Morning.—It rarely fails.

805. Or, boil an Handful of Dead Nettle Flowers,

and a Dram of Cinnamon in half a Pint of Milk.

Drink half of it, every Night and Morning:

8 có. Or, make Wenice Turpentine, Flower and fine

Sugar, equal Quantities, into ſmall Pills. Take

three or four of theſe Morning and Evening.

This alſo cures moſt Pains in the Back :

807. Or, take Quickſilver and Aqua Sulphurata, as

for an Aſthma.—This ſeldom fails:

808. Or, after Purging, take about fifteen Grains,

of Cºruſe of Antimony in white Hine, twice or

thrice a Day. See Menſes Nimii.

251. A JPhitlow.

309, Apply Trade: Tried.

8 to. Or, a Poultis of chew'd Bread. Shift it once

a Day :

811. Or, a Plaiſter of Ground-ivy ſtampt.

-

252. JWorms.”

812. Take a Spoonful of Salt in a Glaſs of Water

every Morning: . * --

—

*

- *

*Ach 3.pº be known to have the Worms, by Chillneſs,

Paleneſſ, holº Evº Itching ºf the Noſe, Starting in Sleep, and

an ºnufúñºs

813. Or,

ºath-Worms are never found in Children :

** - . . . . . . .

-

s
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813. Or, a Dram and a Half of Nitre in Broth : I.

814. Or, a Spoonful of Juice of Spear-mint :

815. Or, of Juice of Lemons :

816. Or, a Glaſs of Onion Water:

817. Or, boil an Ounce of Quick-ſilver in half a

~ Pint of Spring Water. Uſe this for common

Drink : 4.

818. Or, take two Tea-ſpoonfuls of Worm-ſeed,

mixt with Treacle, for ſix Mornings:

819. Or, a Dram of powder'd Fern-root boil'd in

Mead. This kills both the flat and round

Worms. Repeat the Medicine from Time to

Time.

233. Flat Worms.

820. Take Filings of Tin and red Coral, of each an

equal, Quantity: Pound them together into a

very fine Powder: Of which one Drachm, made

into a Bolus with Conſerve of the Tops of Sea

Wormwood, is to be taken twice a Day.

*

2.54. Wounds.

821. Apply Juice or Powder of Yarrow. I. -

822. Or, bind Leaves of Ground-ivy upon it :

823. Or, bruiſed Hºſºp, with a ſittle Sugar :

824. Or, Wºod-letonybruiſed. This quickly heals

even cut Veins and Sinews, or draws out Thorns

or Splinters. -

82 5. Keep the Part in cold Water for an Hour, -

keeping the Wound cloſed with your Thumb.

º - S. Then bind on the thin Skin of an Egg ſhell, for

* **, - Days
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Days or Weeks, 'till it falls off of itſelf. Re

gard not tho' it prick or ſhoot for a Time.

255. Contuſi or lacerated hºunds,

826. Boil half an Ounce of fine Verdigreaſ, in a

Pound of Linſºrd Oil 'till it is diſſolved. Anoint

therewith.

256. Inward Wounds.

827. Infuſe Yarrow twelve Hours in warm Water.

Take a Cup of this four Times a Day. I.

257. Putrid Wounds. -

828. Waſh them Morning and Evening with warm

Decoction of Agrimony. If they heal too ſoon,

and a Matter gather underneath, apply a Poul

tis of the Leaves pounded, changing them once a

Day 'till well. - *...:

º, .258. Wounded 7&ndons.
º ~e?

829. Boil Comfrey Roºts to a thick Mucilage, and

apply this as a Poultis, changing it once a Day.

*-

C O L D

|

l
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COLD BATHING

Cares 7%ung Children of

(TN ON V U L S I O N S,

Coughs, - - -

Cutaneous Inflammations,Pimples, and Scabs,

Gravel,

Inflammations of the Ears, Navel or Mouth,

Rickets, - a

Suppreſſion of Urine,

Vomiting,

Want of Sleep.

It prevents the Growth of Hereditary

Apoplexies,

Aſthma’s,

Blindneſs,

Conſumptions,

Deafneſs, -

Deliria, •

Gout, - - - r -- -

King's-Evil,

Melancholy,

Palſies,

Rheumatiſm,

“s Stone. • . . . . . . It

ſ



-
-

It cures every Nervous, t and every Paralytick

Diſorder: In particular,

The Aſthma,

Ague of every Sort,

Atrophy,

Blindneſs,”

Cancer,

Chin-cough,

'Coagulated Bleod after-Bruiſes,”

Conſumption, , -

Convulſions,

Coughs, -

Complication of Diſtempers,

Convulſive Pains,”

Deafneſs,” - - *

. . Dropſy, . . . . . .

Epilepſy, - -

Fluor Albus, ... r

Violent Fevers, -

Gout, (running)

Hećtick Fevers,

Hemicrania, - -

Hyſterick Pains,” -" . . . . .

Incubus,

Inflammations,”

Involuntary Stool, or Urine,”

Lameneſs,

(Old) Leproſy,

Lethargy,

---

*

Loſs ofAppetite,” of Smell,” Speech,"Taſte,”

Nephritick Pains,

Palpitation of the Heart,

t

-

Pain in the Back, Joints,” Stomach,

Rheumatiºns,”

-

't And this, I apprehend, accounts for its frequently curing”

Bite of a mad Dog: eſpecially if it be repeated ºr twenty-five

,* thirty Days ſuccèively.

-



§.Suffocations, A.

Sciatica,”

Surfeits, (at the Beginning)

Scorbutick Pains,”

Swelling on the Joints,

Stone in the Kidneys, -

Torpor of the Limbs, even when the Uſe of

them is loſt, -

Tetanus,

Tympany,

Vertigo,

St. Vitus's Dance,

Vigilia,

Varicous Ulcers.

But in all Caſes where the Nerves are obſtructed,

(ſuch as thoſe marked thus") you ſhould go to Bed

immediately after, and ſweat. * ...,

* "Tis often uſeful, to uſe the Hot Bath a few

Days, before you uſe the Cold, • ,

Wiſe Parents ſhould dip their Children in cold

Water every Morning, 'till they are three Quarters

old; and afterward, their Hands and their Feet.

N. B. No Child ſhould ever be ſwath'd tight.

It lays the Foundation for many Diſeaſes.—'Tis.

beſt to wean a Child at about ſeven Months old.

They ſhould lie in the Cradle at leaſt a Year. No

wiſe Parent ſhould ſuffer a Child to drink any Tea; ;

(at leaſt, 'till it is ten or twelve Years old) or to

taſte Spice or Sugar. Milk, Milk-porridge, and .

Water-gruel are the proper Breakfaſt for Children.

L , waſhing

\\ . . . .
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waſhing the Head every Morning in cold Wa

ter, prevents Rheums, and cures Coughs, old

Head-achs, and ſore Eyes."

Water-drinking prevents

Apoplexies,

Aſthma’s, . . .

Convulſions,

Gout,

Hyſterick Fits,

Madneſs,

Palſies,

Stone,

Trembling.

Cradles.

, , Eletiriffing in a proper Manner, cures

St. Anthony’s Fire,

Blindneſs, -

Blood extravaſated,

Bronchocele,

Coldneſs in the Feet,

. Contračtions of the Limbs,
• * Cramp,

* Deafneſs,

Falling-Sickneſs,

Feet violently diſorder'd,

Felons,

Fiſtula Lacrymalis,

Fits, "

Flooding,

Ganglions,

Gout, *

To this Children ſhould be bred up from their

º



Head-ach, *

Inflammations,

King's Evil,

Knots in the Fleſh,

Lameneſs,

Leproſy,

Menſtrual Obſtrućtions,

Pain in the Stomach, " " -

Palpitation of the Heart,

Palſy, --

Rheumatiſm, - * -- ... "

Ring-Worms,

Sciatica,

Shingles,

Sprain,

Surfeit,

Swellings of all Sorts,

Throat ſore, - * *

Tooth-ach,

Ulcers, .

Wen. -

Nor have I yet known one ſingle Inſtance,

wherein it has done Harm : So that I cannot but

doubt the Veracity of thoſe which have affirmed

the contrary. -

*

Faſting Spittle outwardly applied every Morning,

has ſometimes relieved, and ſometimes cured

Blindneſs,

Contračted Sinews, from a Cut,

Corns, (mixt with chew'd Bread and applied

every Morning)

Cuts, (freſh)

Deafneſs, -

Eye-lids, red and inflamed,

- Scorbutick



a

Scorbutick Tetters,

Sore Legs,

Warts.

-

... Taken inwardly, it relieves or cures s

Aſthma’s,

Cancers,

Falling Sickneſs,

Gout, - -

Gravel, - * *

King's Evil, * -

Leproſy, -

Palſy, - - -

Rheumatiſm, - º

Scurvy, - -

Stone,

Swelled Liver.

The beſt Way is, To eat about an Ounce of

hard Bread, or Sea-biſcuit, every Morning ; faſt

ing two or three Hours after. Thisſhould be done,

in ſtubborn Caſes, for a Month or fix Weeks.

*

*

* *

* .
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